
Tyrant Trudeau Invokes War Time Style Emergency Powers To Target Truckers & Peaceful Protests

STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Well, well, well. Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau just let the deep state cat out of the bag

for all the world to see. The premature disclosure and honest preview of what’s in store for the

people of the world is perhaps the silver lining in all of this.

By invoking the Canadian Emergencies Act  of 1988 to allow for the blanket revocation of

protesters’ driver’s licenses and seizure of their bank accounts — and anyone who made even a

nominal donation to their cause — Trudeau is showing the world what Klaus Schwab’s Great Reset

is really all about for the average person.

If we go along with their Onancial reset to a centralized global digital currency, the central bankers

can and will Onancially cripple anyone, anywhere, anytime, for any reason. That’s more than

suPcient leverage to keep most people in line.

The World Economic Forum didn’t declare that by 2030 “you will own nothing and have no privacy”

for nothing. They mean it. You won’t even own your own body, if they get their way. Their aim is

complete control over every minutia of your life. Only they will be free to live and rule as they

please.

Trudeau Gives Himself Dictatorial Powers

As reported by The Defender:

“In a move that gives him ‘sweeping powers,’ Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau

invoked — for the ?rst time in history — Canada’s Emergencies Act in response to what

political commentator Krystal Ball characterized as a ‘pretty much completely peaceful’

protest.

Those powers include giving Canadian banks the ability, without a court order, to

‘immediately freeze or suspend accounts’ of any Canadians’ who have donated $25 or

more to the trucker convoy fundraising accounts.

In an episode of ‘Breaking Points With Krystal and Sagaar,’ Ball’s co-host, Saagar Enjeti, said

the Canadian government also will be ‘seizing any funds that go towards the protests,

including cryptocurrency.’

With the powers granted to the government by the Emergencies Act ‘they can not only seize

and suspend your driver’s license forever, they can also go and take money out of the owner

of the truck’s bank account,’ Enjeti said.

‘So, we are looking at full-Qedged ?nancial warfare on the truckers ... You have here the

Canadian Prime Minister, who is our neighbor to the north, invoking the Emergencies Act,

declaring all out ?nancial warfare on his own citizens and suspending civil liberties … in a

supposedly free and open society,’ Enjeti said. If this is happening in your country, ‘you

[clearly] don’t live in a free country,’ he argued.”

In addition to giving the Canadian government the authority to seize bank accounts of citizens

without court order, the Emergencies Act also gives Trudeau the power to:

Prohibit public assemblies (including blockades)

Bar travel to and from certain areas

Regulate the use of certain types of property, including goods used in blockades

Compel individuals and companies to provide “essential services”

Impose Ones of up to $5,000 or imprisonment for up to Ove years for breaching any of the

declared emergency measures

To understand just how ridiculous the invocation of this Act is under current circumstances,

consider that it was designed for use only in times of extreme crises,  such as a wartime

emergency where there’s an express threat to the security and sovereignty of the nation. The

situation must be “urgent and critical” and “seriously endanger the lives, health or safety of

Canadians.”

“ The protests may be a nuisance and many people
may disagree with them, but that doesn’t justify
this decision. ~ Toronto Sun”

Moreover, the Act may only be invoked if the emergency cannot be addressed by any other federal

law in existence, and/or if it exceeds provinces’ ability to effectively address the situation.

Trudeau Accused of Untruthful and Hateful Rhetoric

Opposing the prime minister’s unprecedented power grab are the premiers of Alberta, Manitoba,

Saskatchewan and Quebec. Alberta Premier Jason Kenney pointed out that the nation already has

“all the legal tools and operational resources required to maintain order,” and that “no relevant

additional powers of resources” can be granted by the Act.

Kenney also stated the obvious when he told the prime minister to “end the cross border trucker

vaccine mandate, as it serves no useful public health purpose.” That would be the peaceful solution

to the blockade.

The Canadian Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms has also denounced Trudeau’s invocation

of the Emergencies Act, calling “the use of emergency powers unjustiOed by Ottawa facts and

reality.” Despite that, the Canadian Parliament voted to approve Trudeau’s motion to invoke the Act,

with 185 votes for and 151 against, Monday February 21, 2022.

According to Trudeau, the trucker protest is impeding commerce and preventing people from going

to work and making a living. With that, he’s basically condemning his own actions, as Trudeau

himself has shut down businesses and prevented people from making a living, on and off, for the

last two years. The hypocrisy is grotesque beyond words. Yet he’s gone even further than that.

‘Trudeau Has Gone Too Far’

In a February 15, 2022, editorial, the Toronto Sun denounced the prime minister’s hateful rhetoric

against Canadian citizens and accused him of fanning cames of hate of his own making:

“Prime Minister Justin Trudeau’s unjusti?ed invoking of the Emergencies Act is deeply

problematic and will have long-lasting consequences for the country. Ever since the

freedom convoy ?rst touched base in Ottawa a couple of weeks ago, the PM has gone out

of his way to increase the tensions.

The Liberal government appeared to be hoping for some sort of Jan. 6 style event as

happened in the United States last year. All of their rhetoric indicated they were keen to see

such an event go down. It never did. The convoy has been peaceful throughout ...

Trudeau has called protesters every name in the book even though they are a diverse crowd

in every sense of the word. Now he is giving himself extraordinary powers to deal with

these protests. One of the most disturbing parts is how they can now dictate that banks

freeze people’s accounts without a court order ...

Trudeau ... wants division and more hostility ... The protests may be a nuisance and many

people may disagree with them, but that doesn’t justify this decision. The only thing that

can be said in defense of Trudeau’s invoking of the Emergencies Act is that it was his

incompetence that made such an extreme measure necessary.”

Indeed, Trudeau’s rhetoric has been anything but unifying. First, he called the Freedom Convoy a

“small minority fringe” that are expressing “unacceptable views.” He must’ve changed his mind,

albeit privately, seeing how a sane leader is unlikely to invoke radical emergency powers for a small

group honking horns.

Then, he insisted that the protesters were a bunch of “racists” and “misogynists” waving Nazi cags

and stealing food from the homeless. Several have now publicly demanded he retract such

statements and issue apologies.

Parliament Members Demand Apologies

Among them is conservative parliament member Candice Bergen, who demanded Trudeau

apologize for his “hateful rhetoric” against “peace loving, patriotic Canadians.”  In an impassioned

speech, Bergen also reminded House members that Trudeau himself “wore blackface more times

than he can remember.”

Another is Melissa Lantsman, a Jewish conservative MP, whom Trudeau accused of “standing with

people who wave swastikas.” Lantsman called Trudeau’s words “dangerous and disgraceful.”

According to the Toronto Sun:

“The controversy stems from an ugly exchange in the House of Commons Wednesday in

which Lantsman accused Trudeau of fanning ‘the Qames of an unjusti?ed national

emergency’ by calling Freedom Convoy truckers ‘racist’ and ‘fringe.’

Trudeau’s response was a shocking low blow. ‘Conservative Party members can stand with

people who wave swastikas, they can stand with people who wave the Confederate Qag.

We will choose to stand with Canadians who deserve to be able to get their jobs, who need

to get their lives back,’ said Trudeau.

Suggesting a Jewish MP would stand with a Nazi Qag was so repugnant that Speaker

Anthony Rota scolded members, and ‘that includes the Right Honourable Prime Minister,’

for using ‘inQammatory words in the House.’

Calling it ‘terrible,’ Trudeau’s half-brother Kyle Kemper said ‘he’s acting like a bully.’ ‘A new

low, even for Trudeau,’ tweeted Conservative MP Pierre Poilievre. ‘He falsely accused a

Jewish MP and descendant of Holocaust survivors of standing with people who wave

swastikas. She did not.’”

Michael Mostyn, CEO of B’nai Brith Canada, a Jewish service organization, also condemned

Trudeau’s comment to Lantsman, saying “This misperception should not be permitted to stand. We

would hope the prime minister promptly addresses this matter.” So far, Trudeau has done nothing of

the sort.

Long-Term Consequences

In a video (above), free speech advocate and trucker convoy organizer Tamara Lich predicted her

arrest and made a tearful plea to protesters to remain peaceful. The next day, Lich was picked up

and put in handcuffs by Ottawa police.

Legal experts are now warning that Trudeau’s invocation of the Emergencies Act could have

consequences for generations to come. According to Marco Mendicino, “public reports” indicate

that people with “extremist ideological positions” may be participating in the blockade, hence the

government’s need for emergency powers.

However, as noted by law professor and executive director of Rights Probe, Bruce Pardy, that’s

hearsay at best, and acting on rhetoric alone sets a dangerous precedent.

“Just for a moment, consider the implications. This is a government that has invoked an

emergency statute on its own admission on the basis of something that somebody has

said,” Pardy said. “They have no actual violence occurring. They have no intelligence

about threats of violence occurring. I’m sure you can work out what the consequences are

if this is to be considered a proper use of the Emergencies Act ...

Freedom now means, apparently, safety. The rule of law means governments taking control

of things for ‘proper outcomes.’ Violence can now mean words. Honking has been called

violence, and they now are taking that literally.

They have said they’re proceeding against violence, and what do they have? They have

words, they have rhetoric, they have an expression of a political position. And it is that

rhetoric, it is that political position that they are afraid of, and that constitutes the

emergency ...

If this invocation of the Emergencies Act is valid, then governments have the power to

declare emergencies and crush any peaceful protest, any dissent, that threatens their

political fortunes and ideology, and that’s not the kind of country we want to live in ...”

Cecil Lyon, a dispute resolution legal expert from Ontario, also vehemently opposed Trudeau’s

actions, calling it a “sledgehammer approach” that shows the government is “losing its way and not

looking at how you should resolve a dispute.”
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Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has invoked the Emergencies Act in response to the trucker Freedom Convoy#

Under this act, Onancial institutions can seize bank accounts of protesters and anyone who has donated $25 or more to the protest. Government can

also revoke the drivers’ licenses of protesters
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Trudeau is showing the world what Klaus Schwab’s Great Reset is really all about for the average person. If we go along with their Onancial reset to a

centralized global digital currency, the central bankers can and will Onancially cripple anyone, anywhere, anytime, for any reason
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The Emergencies Act also gives Trudeau the power to prohibit public assemblies (including blockades), compel individuals and companies to provide

“essential services,” and impose Ones of up to $5,000 or imprisonment for up to Ove years for breaching any of the declared emergency measures
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Opposing the prime minister’s unprecedented power grab are the premiers of Alberta, Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Quebec. Alberta Premier Jason
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Thankfully Trudeau lifted the Emergency Powers Act on Wednesday two days ago. Clearly, Trudeau

is wedded to vaccine mandates, and willing to do just about anything to keep them in place. One

wonders whether the Trudeau Foundation’s ownership stake in Acuitas Therapeutics — rumored to

be around 40%, per Dr. Robert Malone  — might be incuencing his behavior?

Acuitas makes the lipid nanoparticle delivery system that POzer/BioNTech uses in its COVID

shot. In a February 12, 2022, video (above), David Martin, Ph.D., discussed Trudeau’s concicts of

interest at depth, saying:

“Trudeau is controlling the illegal monopoly on BioNTech’s and Moderna’s form of injection.

You heard me right. The thing that’s being injected into people across the country and

around the world is in fact an economic boon ... that pays right into the pockets of Trudeau.

He’s not interested in public health. He’s interested in lining his pockets, because

regardless of the shot you take, Canada gets the coin ...

Trudeau is running a monopoly. This is Chicago in the 1920s, this is the mob, and we need

every American, every Canadian and everyone around the world to join together and inform

themselves on the crimes that Justin Trudeau is pushing under the guise of public health.”

By popular demand, I am pleased to share with you an exciting update — my entire Censored Library

has Onally returned! Through Substack, an information sharing platform, I am once again able to

share with you all the valuable research I have gathered through the years. Click below to access

my Censored Library now.

As a reminder, my daily newsletter is still free and content will be released on Mercola.com before

anywhere else. After 48 hours, the articles will be transferred to my Censored Library on Substack.
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SadieKay
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According to the Geneva Convention Article 10, the peaceful protesters were to be "protected persons" by the government. Instead, the

Truckers Convoy were beaten with billy sticks, tear gas and pepper spray, trampled by horses, trucks were towed away, and protesters

were pushed out of the parliament grounds. Where was their protection? They were treated as criminals when they continued in

peaceful non-compliance, even though the military and other police were trying to provoke the protesters into retaliating. Some

speculated that Trudeau wanted to start a civil war, by that mistreatment.

Trudeau is a fascist tyrant for pHARMa (he's invested), WEF (trained as young global leader by Klaus Schwab), WHO, and UN Agenda.

He couldn't care less about Canada or Canadians. I live in Vancouver, BC. I happen to know the protesters were not capable of

retaliating because they are peaceful, loving, and many had their children and pets with them. Trudeau is obeying his handlers, not his

constituents. You can bet that his globalist handlers will try to keep that tyrant in power in Canada by using a rigged voting system.

 We-the-People will win this war against us by grace. Stay grounded and promote love, ya'll!
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Yes, SadieKay, well said "the peaceful protesters were to be "protected persons" by the government", While the protesters were

peaceful, the police driven by Trudeau's tyranny were mistreated as the videos show. However, the wide and sincere public

support for the truckers has been evident by the voluntary help they have received and by the large number of donations.

Retaliation from Internet trolls who publicly reveal the identities of small donors is shocking, and such invasions of privacy and

harassment must be prosecuted.

The following video, now going viral across the ‘net, shows mounted Canadian police deliberately driving their massive “war

horses” directly into a crowd of peaceful protesters, causing the inevitable trampling of innocent human beings. At least one

woman caught in the police assault is an elderly woman, and there are concicting reports on whether she survived being

trampled by police. www.brighteon.com/900f1108-497e-4801-a416-440c0dc89d1a  This next video explains that a “peace

loving grandmother” was trampled to death by mounted police.

There are concicting reports on the status of this elderly woman, and other reports say she survived the assault, suffering a

separated shoulder. www.brighteon.com/fd9d0fb0-2ce4-407b-b155-f5c8f6d74862  In a recent poll, only 16% of Canadians say

they would vote for Trudeau again, while Biden's average net approval/disapproval has fallen to -11% in all major polls. However,

as in the United States, the Canadian media has protected Trudeau and underreported the events.

www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/canadians-wouldnt-vote-for-trudeau-aga..  (02/13/2022)
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Hello, neighbor. Yes; we are anything but free; especially in BC! Politician's/Health Authorities, all talk out of both sides of their

mouths. Every day, I check the "Province Online" and almost every time, there's a 'hockey' photo dead top center, showing the

hockey players; sometimes huddling after a goal - without masks; and the stands Olled with people (some with masks; most

without). All the time; they are telling the rest of us that we MUST wear the mask "for our protection"! The blatant discrimination

is also so far out there...only the "fully vaxxed" can do this or that; while they admit that those people can transmit the "virus"

and be infected just as easily!

The fact is that the only people transmitting anything; are the ones who took the jab! We live in a world where everything is the

opposite of reality! They talk about "lifting restrictions"; yet, at the same time, 'suggesting' that it would still be a good idea to

wear the mask; as the viral particles coating in the air, when people talk (especially, if they sing in church!), still have great

potential to make us sick! How many of you are willing to live in fear for the rest of your lives? I am NOT! We have always lived

with bacteria and viruses. They are not the enemy! The real enemy should be obvious by now.
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He is going to end up hanging from the end of a rope like his hero MOOSE-A-LEE-NEE! The ONLY reason that this tyranny is

happening is because the people ALLOW IT! Worldwide 1776 coming........
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Randyfast/Gui-I agree with Randy the bacteria and viruses are not our enemy but we have to keep them in balance to to keep us

healthy. www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC8070357  | www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC7972717  Our bowel cora has been altered by

the over prescribing of antibiotics and being over medicated for every little thing. Achieving proper bowel cora by eating

probiotic rich foods and supplementing may be the answer to whether you get severe Covid or nothing at all. Diverse bowel cora

may have protected those who survived the Bubonic Plague/Black Death era.

Up to 70M- 200M people died depending on which article you read. They did not have antibiotics-blood tests for Vit D/B-12

magnesium and so on but many still survived. Same today with Covid. How many people have altered bowel cora {dysbiosis)

and are suffering the effects from all the variants? A simple God created bacteria holds the key to good health. But we never

hear that from mainstream media or health oPcials.
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Well one thing's for sure, they ain't shy about who they are when YT is normalizing their behavior. If this doesn't wake up the

zombies then never has it been more true that we deserve the government that's handed to us:  https://youtu.be/-p1_8-jLQkI
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If governments are willing to go this far over the population's resistance from being forced to take a drug, can you imagine what

they will do if any of their acquired power is threatened by the people? 1984 is here and now.
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I'm fairly close to Ottawa and was around the protests quite a bit. I saw the policemen on horseback moving in front of the

police line when I'm guessing the woman was trampled. I don't know exactly what happened there but the front line of police

and "hold the line" protesters was a vigorous confrontation and no place for a person with a walker to be. But she deOnitely

survived and was treated in hospital.  Trudeau has walked back the Emergencies Act, probably because the scuttlebut was that

the Senate wouldn't ratify it. But a dangerous precedent was set: the act itself, freezing access to funds for protestors and

supporters.

A crucially important fact for me is that two leaders of national parties and several members of Trudeau's cabinet are graduates

of the WEFs young global leaders program. As I wrote in my blog

www.andrewmacdonald.net/consciousness-and-the-great-reset  about this: "many prominent members of the Canadian

government are graduates of the WEF’s young global leader’s program. These include two party leaders (Trudeau and Jagmeet

Singh) as well as multiple high-ranking members of Trudean’s government.

These include Chrystia Freeland (Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance), Karina Gould (Minister of Families, Children

and Social Development), Francois-Philippe Champagne (Minister of Innovation, Science and Industry), Ailish Campbell

(Ambassador to the EU), Elissa Goldberg (Assistant Deputy Minister for Strategic Policy), Renee Maria Tremblay. (Senior

Counsel, Supreme Court of Canada). Merkel, Macron and Putin are also all graduates of the young global leaders program."
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Jordan Peterson and senior Canadian journalist Rex Murphy had a literate and thoughtful conversation about the protest and its

ramiOcations, situating what happened in the context of Canadian history. Many other western countries have witnessed similar

trajectories. As of now 2.2 million people had watched it. www.youtube.com/results  Peterson and Murphy didn't go full on

about the Great Reset but they touched on it. Great Reset understanding is gaining ground in the world and that's an incredibly

hopeful sign. We have a loooong way to go to see it all, imo, because our psyche's are guarded against letting in the "full monty"

where we're at.
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Yes-----he "CERTAINLY" is!! He "SHOULD" have been voted out when we had our last election, but, wasn`t. He is most certainly a

puppet for Klaus Schwab`s young leaders and the N. W. O. Trudeau and our provincial premier, Doug Ford are both puppets. Did

some research on the young leaders for Klaus Schwab.
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I agree with you, SadieKay. Trudeau and his state sponsored media really tried hard to spin it! Do you remember, when they were

predicting the violent outcome, comparing this protest to the “possible US January 6 outcome”? One had to see the real,

independent videos and reports to get the real picture. First, the immense crowd on every highway overpass, ordinary working

Canadians, families cheering and greeting the truckers. Home made signs, cags, bags with goodies for our heroes on their

parking stop overs. So much love, hope and the positive energy on one side and Trudeau and his main stream media vitriol and

hate on the other side...Truth and love is going to prevail over lies, hatred and evil!
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The protesters for freedom have already achieved the Orst victories, the sociopaths of the WEF and Trudeau back down: FREEDOM

FIGHTERS FORCED TRUDEAU TO REVOKE THE EMERGENCY POWERS ACT

rumble.com/vvoj32-freedom-Oghters-forced-trudeau-to-revoke-the-emerge..  (02/23/2022). CANDACE OWENS RIPS INTO TRUDEAU'S

AUTHORITARIAN CRACKDOWN ON FREEDOM PROTESTERS

rumble.com/vvma4e-candace-owens-rips-into-trudeaus-authoritarian-crack..  (02/23/2022). BILL O'REILLY ON TRUDEAU: "THE

HOUSE OF COMMONS WILL TRY TO GET RID OF HIM IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS"

rumble.com/vvpbil-bill-oreilly-on-trudeau-the-house-of-commons-will-tr..  (02/24/2022)  We recall that the Minister of Public Security,

Marco Mendocino, stated that such extraordinary measures were necessary due to “intimidation, harassment and expressions of

hate”.

Perhaps he does not realize that none of these are listed in the law as valid reasons for invoking it.

www.globalresearch.ca/social-credit-system-arrives-canada/5771431  (02/22/2022). An inquiry into the government's decision to

invoke the act and subsequent police actions will begin within 60 days, Trudeau conOrmed. He said Parliamentarians will establish a

committee to oversee that review next week. The Conservatives and Bloc Québécois voted against the use of the act in the House of

Commons, arguing that it constituted government overreach. Other critics, including the Canadian Civil Liberties Association (CCLA),

have said the use of the act was unnecessary because the protests were not a legitimate national emergency.

www.cbc.ca/.../trudeau-event-feb23-1.6361847  (02/24/2022)
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The leaders of Canada are no longer answerable to the people of Canada. Instead, they respond to criminal-minded globalists

who seek the total destruction of Canada and the United States. As you can see in the video below, World Economic Forum

leader Klaus Schwab openly brags that he is the puppet master behind Trudeau, Macron, Merkel, Freeland, Jacinda Ardern and

many other so-called world "leaders". They are all puppets of a globalist and anti-human agenda that seeks to enslave humanity.

Importantly, their loyalties are not to the nations they claim to lead, but to the globalist agenda that aims to destroy national

sovereignty and enslave the entire world under one world government.

The world is now waking up to the shocking reality: there really is a global extermination agenda and one world government

conspiracy that has been underway for decades. We are now witnessing the Onal stages of this effort, with Canada's criminal

and corrupt leaders spearheading the effort to criminalize dissent, outlaw freedom and unleash extreme government violence

against innocent people. However, the strength of dissent is growing throughout the world and Canada will not be an exception.

gettr.com/.../healthranger
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Hi Guillermo, all these so-called leaders coming through the same WEF program... in a perfect world, that would create the kind

of reputation that should close the place down... maybe, when the world Onally catches on.
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Well said GUI, What Trudeau did, is exactly how the Nazi's grabbed total power in Germany. In 1933, the German parliament

(Reichstag) building burned down. The Nazi's claimed that communists did the burning and that they were planning a violent

uprising, so that emergency legislation was needed to prevent this. The resulting act, commonly known as the Reichstag Fire

Decree, paved the way for Nazi dictatorship. The decree permitted the regime to arrest and incarcerate political opponents

without speciOc charge, to dissolve political organizations, and to conOscate private property, and so the Nazi's did on a large

scale. Like you (Gui) write World Economic Forum leader Klaus Schwab openly brags that he is the puppet master Trudeau and

many worldleaders.

Also WEF themselves published lists of their members. Here you see who is member in US and EU, Canada, Spain and more

countries. This site cannot show all members, there are too many, but still very interesting to see.

lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/a-list-of-klaus-schwabs-wef-young?utm_so..   Like you say Gui, the global elite aims to destroy

national sovereignty and enslave the entire world under a non-elected WEF world government. Canada is just a test case, they

have more evil plans, like a worldwide Onancial collapse, the great reset, after which you own nothing. They are the enemy

within, so we need to expose the names of those WEF members.  Trudeau could be on his way out, but his replacement will be

another WEF member.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh that's funny - sociopath is exactly the word that was coming to me this morning. I can't help but pray Trudy goes down on the

basis that the world is watching. I can't imagine Canadians being oppressed like this. Heck, I can't imagine the world being

oppressed and force to take an experimental injection. Doesn't anyone out there do research? Don't they care how many are

dying from this? My GOD.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When things like this happen, one would expect new eyes to visit here as once again the lies unravel and truths are exposed.

Great links Gui, for all the regular visitors, and any Orst timers. I would only suggest one thing, no matter what the gov't or where

in the world, no matter who in the States is supposed to be in power, Schwab has made it clear - They Have All Been Penetrated,

(draw your own creepy image, yuck.) Schwab's words, the revelation is we are not wearing tin foil hats.
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boldgandydancer
Joined On 2/16/2021 4:58:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Canadians, deep down you know what to do with these Nazi's. You have to do it now. There is no road to yesterday. That is

an excellent video by David Martin. Another true hero.
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bfr27915
Joined On 9/26/2021 5:38:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The issue today is the same as it has been throughout all history, whether man shall be allowed to govern himself or be ruled by

a small elite." ~ Thomas Jefferson
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi, Gui. Someone can correct me if I'm wrong; but I believe that there is now a new "law", penned while the "War Measures Act"

was in force, that allows the banks/government to search any Canadian's bank account for "suspicious" transactions. BTW: I

found out, decades ago that there is an entry in the criminal code called "suspicion of suspicion" that anyone can be arrested

for! The Matrix began a long time ago!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM
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Thank you all for your interesting comments. Trudeau has lost control of the situation and must resign before he is removed

from a power that he has not been able to manage, because since tyranny and fascism no constitution can be respected. In this

link message from Kyle Sefcik of the Freedom Convoy USA 2022: “We come peacefully and we will do it in a legal and

constitutional way. “I want the rest of the world to know our plans so that they do not twist or lie about who and what we are.

“We just want the government overreach to end. In the video the full message:

rumble.com/vvlkl3-message-to-the-president-from-freedom-convoy-usa-202..  (02/23/2022)

The Trudeau Liberals are trying to criminalize the actions of protesters whose goal is to defend Canadian democracy and the

rule of law. An indicator of Trudeau's contempt for the rule of law in Canada is his contemptuous disregard for the Canadian

Charter of Rights and Freedoms. governments have been giving themselves many new powers and then acting on their claims

in ways that kill, maim, imprison and bankrupt people with enormous resulting destabilization of society as we know it.

This massive and pervasive government overreach has been causing economic disasters, civil liberties disasters, astronomical

suicides, medical disasters, educational disasters, and a plague of mental illness from ruthless psychological warfare by media

conglomerates often funded by the crime family of Bill Gates. Justin Trudeau is waging a war against the national security of

Canada and Canadians. Democracies around the world "do not seem to care" about the "scandal" of the Trudeau government's

treatment of a "peaceful protest," according to author Douglas Murray.
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"I mean, the prime minister has used laws that are meant to be used in times of war and used them against a peaceful protest,"

Murray said. “He Slandered truckers; he slandered trucker supporters… And now he has moved to the next phase, not just

sending the police to brutally crack down on the protest in Ottawa. A group of 23 leading Israeli doctors and scientists wrote an

open letter to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau "rebuking him for equating protesters participating in the Freedom Convoy with

***." "The important Oght against anti-Semitism must not be armed and directed at a legitimate civil protest that aims to restore

fundamental freedoms, in what used to be, not long ago, one of the freest countries in the world," the group said in a letter .

on Friday". But there is something else that the media has not recognized. The forbidden truth is that Trudeau is known to have

supported the Neo-Nazi Svoboda Party in Ukraine, which has committed countless atrocities directed against the Jewish

community of Kiev. “Equipping protesters with ***” when our Prime Minister Justin Trudeau in 2016 welcomed Andriy Parubiy

(Trudeau's left), leader of the Svoboda party to the House of Commons.

www.globalresearch.ca/is-justin-trudeau-waging-war-national-security-c..  (02/17/2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/justin-trudeaus-swastikas-democracy-with-neo-naz..  (02/24/2022)

www.globalresearch.ca/video-trudeau-government-shown-absolutely-totali..
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Fortunately we have people who support the truckers in their Oght for freedom and against the mandates. Following Canadian

Prime Minister Justin Trudeau's crackdown on citizens in Ottawa protesting COVID-19 restrictions, Republican Representative

Yvette Herrell compared Trudeau's actions to "an authoritarian regime like Venezuela" and said she plans to introduce

legislation to grant asylum to Canadian freedom protesters. In a Twitter thread, Harrell wrote on Saturday: "Justin Trudeau's

heavy-handed crackdown on peaceful protesters in Canada is not the action of a Western democracy, but rather that of an

authoritarian regime like Venezuela."

She also shared a segment from Tucker Carlson describing Trudeau's actions against protesters. “Just as we provide asylum

for political prisoners, we should do the same for truckers who have been subjected to violence, whose properties have been

seized and their bank accounts frozen by a government that is fast becoming the embarrassment of the free world.” Herrell. she

commented on another tweet. thepostmillennial.com/republican-congresswoman-legislation-to-asylum-c..  (02/22/2022)
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At Orst, I thought Trudeau was overreacting; after all, what are few honking horns among friends? But when they started setting up

those colorful bouncy castles for the children, that’s when I understood what a grave threat Canada was under. You can’t have

outsiders invade a sovereign nation’s capitol and just start building castles… or, incating them. That’s a blatant act of aggression. No

wonder Trudeau ced… wouldn’t anyone? And when those incatable castles start bouncing around, anything can happen. As humans,

we are not psychologically prepared to see anything shaped like a castle bounce. What would King Arthur or the Knights of the Round

Table think of bouncing castles? What would they think of cexible, incatable plastic, for that matter… but I digress.

The point is they left Trudeau no choice but to call up a quasi-military response, freeze bank accounts and suspend basic human

rights while seizing totalitarian powers. He showed incredible character and strength of will under pressures that would have crushed

lesser men. That’s the kind of mettle the World Economic Forum looks for to shape into tomorrow’s leaders in its Young Global Leaders

program. Clearly, Trudeau had the right stuff and the WEF knows how to judge and develop character.
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BILL O'REILLY SOBRE TRUDEAU: "LA CÁMARA DE LOS COMUNES TRATARÁ DE DESHACERSE DE ÉL EN LOS PRÓXIMOS SEIS

MESES" rumble.com/vvpbil-bill-oreilly-on-trudeau-the-house-of-commons-will-tr..  (24/02/2022) Yes, David, lasting damage to

the rights of freedom of expression and association after an alliance of government, corporations and the media sought to

isolate protesters politically and Onancially. The most worrying element was the freezing of donations by companies and

courts. What is of greatest concern now is the unwillingness to view Canadian truckers as anything more than racist insurgents.

It is precisely the isolation of dissenting voices and groups that leads to such acts of disruption and disobedience. Some 1,000

truck drivers staged a rally at Adelanto Stadium in California before leaving for the rally arguing that vaccination and mask

mandates are unconstitutional and that "government has forgotten its place." "I love America, but our freedoms will be stripped

away if we don't stand up for our rights," driver Larry Horton, 49, who lives in Nevada, told the Victorville Daily Press. "This trip is

not about truckers, it's about America." During the demonstration, truckers displayed banners that included the phrases "We will

not comply!" and "Let's Go Brandon", to criticize US President Joe Biden.

"It is time for elected oPcials to work with America's blue collar and white collar workers and restore responsibility and

freedom, lifting all mandates and ending the state of emergency, as COVID is under control now and Americans should go back

to work freely and without restriction." As the national trek continues, they will move through Missouri, Indiana and Ohio before

heading south to Maryland and Onally reaching the Washington, DC area on March 5.
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After witnessing the Trudeau government's violent crushing of the Freedom Convoy in Canada, an organizer of a convoy of

American truckers said they had taken every precaution to avoid similar treatment by the Biden administration. “We’ve taken

every precaution that we could. I don’t know what the government is going to do,” Maureen Steele, one of the main organizers of

“The People’s Convoy,” told NTD’s “Capitol Report” in a Feb. 22 interview. The convoy is set to begin from the Adelanto Stadium

in Southern California on Feb. 23 and head east on Interstate 40. It is expected to arrive in the Washington D.C. area on Mar. 5.

www.theepochtimes.com/us-trucker-convoy-organizer-weve-taken-every-pre..  (02/22/20022) https://youtu.be/BXHfhDb2ZiI
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LOL. Brilliant!
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Right? The Strongman running in terror from giggling, laughing children, and of course horns honking.
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Hi, David. Whatever pills you are using to enhance your sense of humour; I can think of many people who should be taking them!

Speaking of pills...did you know that Big Pharma is now manufacturing pills (probably with an embedded microchip) that will

"protect" you, before the virus even reaches you! They care soooo much. Speaking of microchips; I suspect that this technology

has migrated to the back of people's consciousness. If you don't believe that tiny microchips could be in the shots - you may

want to have a close look at these.

Take a close look at the photos and also, take note of the frequencies at which these chips operate. -

ece.engin.umich.edu/stories/michigan-micro-mote-m3-makes-history-as-th..  | www.cickr.com/.../72157650084451358

 | www.hitachi.us/.../07052001  | www.researchgate.net/publication/235289627_The_dark_side_of_ambient_in..  Notice how

tiny the Japanese m-chip is on a human Onger. This is all OLD technology. Imagine what they have in 2020!
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FRIDAY FUNNIES. Robert W Malone MD. rwmalonemd.substack.com/p/friday-funnies-5f0?token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjo1MTA..

 (02/25/2022)
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I follow as many Dr. Martin videos as possible. The man is brilliant and beyond reproach! Canada controls the entire covid shot

platform. Besides Aquitas; other entities involved are UBC, Arbutus Biopharma; and who knows what other entities are involved! For

those who don't understand the word "biopharma"; this is all about the mRNA technology - which is here to stay! "You won’t even own

your own body, if they get their way." Do people not understand the nefarious purpose behind the agenda to get this shot into the arm

of "every person on the planet"?

This is so blatantly insane! Have you not heard Moderna's top scientist stating: "We are hacking the software of life"? They are; in fact,

altering the genetic code of humanity! The injections are a patented process. The patents give the patent holders "Intellectual Property

Rights". In plain English; if you've taken the shot; your body is now the property of Big Pharma. I know that the truth is a hard pill to

swallow (no pun intended); but, the truth is exactly that!
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Exactly. It is 100% contract law.
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When these birds claim, "you will own nothing, & you will be happy," means you will no longer exist as an independent being.

More to the point, what it really means is they intend to continue to follow their delusion they own everything including you, &

they in their sickness believe they will Onally control everything, and they will be happy. By the way, Dr. Martins clip walking one

through how the process should be & what actually is the case is a study of what has been going on even down to the local

levels for some time. He has shown what should be done to conOrm or deny an issue. The general public has been led to believe

Legacy Media is doing this job, especially the newest level of Digital Censorship, self-proclaimed 'fact checkers.' Too bad those

'fact checkers' couldn't be further from the real facts. He shows what is really going on & how it fogs perceptions. Great work

from Dr. Martin.
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Yes Randy, the rush to patent, control and proOt from coronaviruses dates back to 1999 and implicates the CDC and virus

researchers such as Ralph Barrick and Dr. Anthony Fauci, the leader of the National Institutes of Allergy and Infectious Disease

(NIAID) who helped drive the US into a spin cycle of shutdowns, behavioral controls, and restricted liberties that all lead to one

controlling end: mandatory, experimental vaccinations for every person by 2021. The United States blames China for the virus

and China blames the U.S., but the truth is that both countries are engaged in a network of unethical coronavirus

gain-of-function research that dates back twenty-one years. www.brighteon.com/bd96748a-5894-4fcf-bf76-a6aea0a6148e
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Thanks, Nikki and Steve. Gui; meanwhile; trudeau bought (spent more taxpayer money) millions of "vaccines" from China...oh,

yeah; and millions of toxic masks! Obviously; our "health and welfare" is of utmost importance to our controllers! BTW: One of

the very Orst LIES was that this is a "Novel Coronavirus"! This is in no way, a new virus. But hey...fear tactics work!
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Methods for producing recombinant coronavirus. ---  PATENT NO 7279327  ----  Filing Date: Apr 19, 2002 ------  

 www.patentbuddy.com/.../US-7279327-B2
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Yes Randyfast, well said, Also a 2016 US patent is found in the Covid virus. New dr. Mobeen video about this called: Spike

Genes Have Patented DNA Sequences. This is Dangerous. https://youtu.be/zPoZTtruaB0  Researchers have found a highly

unusual presence of a proprietary DNA sequence in the spike protein genome. We already know that spike protein is dangerous

for our cells and immune system. However, the presence of the patented MSH3 protein can add dangerous outcomes for our

cells. Also explained in this study: www.frontiersin.org/.../full
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Randyfast
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Thanks, Pete. I'm no scientist; by any stretch of the imagination; but, I do know exactly what's going on here. I think a point, that

most people seem to be missing, is that the spike protein in the shots - is SYNTHETIC; which means, it has been engineered - as

in; there is nothing "natural" about it!
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Thanks Pete! Is this a bit off topic? Using your link, Dr. Been also has a show on data being withheld by the US CDC, vs. the data

dashboard in Israel. Apparently, in Israel, the R = 0.67 as of 9 February. Here's a link to his rant and his comparison: Stunning:

CDC Not Publishing Data. Israel Dashboard Review - - https://youtu.be/gyHg1wtob9c  the review starts at about 30 minutes in. -

- - - - - - Did President Biden recently extend the US emergency status presumably using bad data, not seeing the spread is

nearly over? - Last time I heard anything on timing, the US is approx 4 to 5 weeks behind Israel, and about 3 weeks behind the

UK.
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Randy, Pete, more patents to treat the "vaccinated." The vicious circle of the potentiation of the disease. PFIZER STEPS UP

ADVERTISING FOR ITS ‘BLOCKBUSTER’ DRUG TO TREAT HEART CONDITIONS, INCLUDING THOSE CAUSED BY COVID

VACCINES POzer and Bristol Myers Squibb this month revived the “No Time to Wait” ad campaign urging people experiencing

heart issues to visit their doctors. The two drugmakers developed and market Eliquis, the top-selling drug for the very heart

conditions associated with people who received POzer’s COVID vaccine.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pOzer-blockbuster-drug-heart-cond..  (02/24/2022)
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Not to downplay the big Pharma houses developing new suppressive "drugs" to treat vaxx injuries, however, Eloquis has been on

the market for quite a few years now, and has been well-advertised on tv over that time.
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Gui; as per your latest reply...As I've said many, many times: Nothing stops the money train! They will have pills for the side

effects of the shot(s); then they will have side effect pills for the previous side effects from the Orst pill - then they will try all

kinds of pills on you, to "pretend" to get you out of the mess that they put you in to begin with! I like to call it a Death Trap!
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Interesting, Maybe Brighteon wasn't as far off as it seemed. I had always thought of Canada as a sanctuary I would run to if the US

kept going in the WRONG direction.  I suppose stupid Trudeau is just the kind of sociopath to make the protestors pay, even if it's

peaceful. Standing up for our rights shouldn't be a damn Oght. We are human beings - not toys to be played with. I feel the words RISE

UP.  Looking around the globe and deeply considering expat status, I would choose what everyone human being has the right to

choose - a country where we are valued and worthy, a country that protects its citizens and remembers they are equal to them, this

isn't a them and us! Remember how congress said we all have to get shot, but they don't? Ugh! Us vs them? NO! The US of guinea pigs

is in good company with the rest of the world now.

Too bad Canada can't see how ironic it is they've shown their hand as an oppressive government that is NOT one with its people.

Unfortunately, same with America, but being founded on freedom has deOnitely divided us, there are those of us who know and the

rest who walk blindly trusting the greedy. Many of us see Biden as a big waste of time and money. He's listened to Fauci and Gates,

greedy prostitutes they are, and he continues to sink our country with bad choices.

What a big hornets nest out there right now, and then throw war into the mix. Lovely.  And thanks, Fauci, for weakening our front line

with an experimental injection that has cost lives, a shot that is dangerous, especially in the age range of our military. But then again,

what do you care? You've got the $ and are meeting your culling quota. S. O. B.  And you say you won't stop until every baby is

injected?  Isn't it interesting Putin makes his move right now? If this goes into WW3, I don't think the status of jabbed or unjabbed is

going to make a lick of difference moving forward.
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Yes, Tracy, true tyrants who are included in the ranks of Klaus Schwa's Youth School. The following statement from Schwab was

made in 2017: I must say that I mention names like Mrs. Merkel, even Vladimir Putin, etc. All of them have been Young Global

Leaders of the World Economic Forum. But what we are really proud of now with the young generation like Prime Minister

Trudeau, the President of Argentina, etc., is that we penetrate the cabinets... It is true in Argentina and it is true now in France...

( Klaus Schwab) www.globalresearch.ca/justin-trudeau-is-a-groomed-politician-controlle..  (02/21/2022)

Along the lines of Schwab and invoking a War Bill that requires Onancial institutions to stop “providing any Onancial services to

anyone associated with the protests and target protesters by denying them freedom of expression. It is precisely the isolation

of dissenting voices and groups that leads to such acts of disruption and disobedience. Trudeau is a tyrant who wanted to

impose a 21st century version of martial law doing the complete opposite of what reason calls for by having resolved the truck

convoy dispute without putting the entire nation under house arrest. Poilievre of the Conservative Party of Canada in parliament

said Prime Minister Justin Trudeau's main goal is to gain power, not restore order in Ottawa.
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Poilievre of the Conservative Party of Canada in parliament said Prime Minister Justin Trudeau's main goal is to gain power, not

restore order in Ottawa. Poilievre, who is running for leader of the Conservative Party of Canada, said he will oppose the bill and,

if he is elected prime minister, he will "ensure that such abuses of power are never repeated." He said that Canada should go in

the opposite direction and seek freedom from COVID mandates and restrictions. "What we really should be doing is removing

other restrictions, getting rid of vaccine mandates and allowing our businesses and our workers to get back to their lives," the

MP said. www.lifesitenews.com/news/trudeaus-agenda-is-crisis-and-fear-to-increa..  (02/22/2022)
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If the Jab/s weren't meant to weaken the general population ability to stand up, to speak out, it sure looks like this could be an

end result regardless.
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@lovestosing6, you said, "I had always thought of Canada as a sanctuary I would run to if the US kept going in the WRONG

direction. " My paternal ancestors migrated from Canada to the US in the 1910s. About 25 years ago I considered obtaining

Canadian citizenship. Back then, one could apply for it all by oneself very easily--no attorney required ! Why would I want it ?

That is my business. After further recection, I decided not to obtain it. Given what Trou de Cul Trudeau has pulled--that maudit

connard who needs killing--I'm glad I didn't.

He and his fellow Statist "woke" Canadians have ruined the country, transforming it from a peaceful, civilized land to a gigantic

slave pen. This doesn't surprise me because, in every single nation with a long history of being under the rule of a monarch--like

Canada--citizens therein are regarded and treated by government operators not as the sovereign individuals that they, in fact,

are, but as SUBJECTS. They are psychologically and socially conditioned in various ways from childhood through adulthood to

regard themselves as subordinate to government qua institution, to its queen or king, and to a monarch's representatives who

operate the monarch's government.  

Conversely, the founders of the United States of America created a constitutional republic based fundamentally upon individual

sovereignty and individual rights, a radical and historically unprecedented departure from the monarchic model of governance, a

departure encouraged, in part, by the refutation of the ancient false notion of Rule by Divine Right. Government in the USA at

every level--local, state, and federal--was to be completely subordinate to the people, not the other way around. This resulted in

a social and intellectual milieu within which Americans were encouraged, socially and psychologically, to rightly regard

themselves as sovereign individuals well aware of their legitimate individual rights.
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"I had always thought of Canada as a sanctuary I would run to if the US kept going in the WRONG direction." Oh well, I suppose

that American-Canadian author Diane Francis' book, "The Merger of the Century"

www.goodreads.com/book/show/18601470-merger-of-the-century-why-canada-..  is completely out the window for me, at

least for now, as much as I thought it MIGHT have been a great idea. Perhaps it could be said the the U.S.-Canadian merger

would have prevented Trudeau in the Orst place, who knows??? And that's not my only disappointment with Putin invading

Ukraine, https://interbering.com/  It is said that international trade (NOT NWO) makes for peaceful relations...sigh.
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For all of us who have suffered the slings and arrows along with Doc - TOLD YOU SO! DOC IS PROVEN RIGHT NOT ONLY AGAIN, BUT

RIGHT ALONG! (No apologies for the Caps.) Shades of Horton hears a who, the children's story book. What does it take, the whole

world shouting at once- Back Off, we know who you are, and we know what you are up too. Outrageous behavior and a peek at just

how much Fascist Totalitarian aggression already exist. And this being just a peek. While I've been recommending all to at the very

least to read Kennedy's book The Real Anthony Fauci & still do, it's highly recommended to read Doc's & Ronnie Cummins book, The

Truth About Covid-19, Lustig's book Metabolical would be a good idea too.

If the truckers were to be called anything it would be the followers of the Light of Truth. A truth seen by all citizens of any and all

stripes of life no matter what they have identiOed with in the past. United in Solidarity. Schwab & his minions who have "Penetrated" all

the organs of gov't of the world, on the way to being completely exposed. One big, huge round of thanks to Doc to sticking with all

despite the Bull Spit thrown at you. A thank you to all who have stood by Doc & know how much more there is to be done.
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Very successful Just: "If the truckers were to be called anything it would be the followers of the Light of Truth." Fortunately we

have people who support the truckers in their Oght for freedom and against the mandates. Following Canadian Prime Minister

Justin Trudeau's crackdown on citizens in Ottawa protesting COVID-19 restrictions, Republican Representative Yvette Herrell

compared Trudeau's actions to "an authoritarian regime like Venezuela" and said she plans to introduce legislation to grant

asylum to Canadian freedom protesters. In a Twitter thread, Harrell wrote on Saturday: "Justin Trudeau's heavy-handed

crackdown on peaceful protesters in Canada is not the action of a Western democracy, but rather that of an authoritarian regime

like Venezuela."

She also shared a segment from Tucker Carlson describing Trudeau's actions against protesters. “Just as we provide asylum

for political prisoners, we should do the same for truckers who have been subjected to violence, whose properties have been

seized and their bank accounts frozen by a government that is fast becoming the embarrassment of the free world.” Herrell. she

commented her in another tweet. thepostmillennial.com/republican-congresswoman-legislation-to-asylum-c..  (02/22/2022)
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Steve; here's the biggest truth about covid-19: It's a lie! How many "waves" have there been? I missed them all! They must have

been talking about some other planet being attacked by a "Deadly" virus. It is reassuring; however, to know that the cold and cu

have been totally eradicated!
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Randy, as someone with COPD, who must be very aware of any real & present danger of a real bug, I have missed each wave too.

If this had been real, people like me, the concerns about colds & cu's can be a real danger, a never ending Covid concern so to

speak. (Corona virus cold strains are real, a deadly virus is baloney. It has been the demanded no early treatment, the refusal to

isolate the sick instead of the healthy, and the failure to protect those most vulnerable, a deliberate act of violence to Humanity,

the real epidemic.) This has to be one of the biggest sucker Bull Spit campaigns ever, and we have had plenty.

It may well be, being determined to live a life without fear, to focus on what can be done, keeps me exposed to multiple

offenders while keeping the immune system as strong as it can be. Years after dropping the yearly exercise of getting a cu shot

that doesn't match the strain traveling around, no longer has there been any cu and nearly no colds. Colds in the past could be

something very dangerous for me, but now, back to an inconvenience & usually a snotty nose.
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Just, The New York Post is desperately trying to make sure the American public doesn't read "The Real Anthony Fauci: Bill

Gates, Big Pharma, and the Global War on Democracy and Public Health," the epic by Robert F. Kennedy, Jr. Takedown of Dr.

Anthony Fauci. Why would the Post do that?. I guess it could be that Keith Kelly, probably the most powerful writer at the Post in

the last 25 years, has a personal vendetta against Kennedy. Kelly has called Kennedy "a science-denying anti-vaxxer." He admits,

unsurprisingly, that he hasn't read "The Real Anthony Fauci," but adds that "from what I've read, a lot of what he says in the book

has already been debunked." childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/new-york-post-rfk-jr-the-real-anth..  (02/24/2022)
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Sorry I don't know how to attach this to the Orst two posts.  Senator Housakos gives POWERFUL speech against Emergencies Act, (in

the Canadian Senate). https://youtu.be/zi0I9rCSDeg  Now I'm starting to feel desperate and I think of Pam Wallin who had a show

when I used to watch tv. I didn't want to email her in the Senate with all the bounced emails. So I tracked her down in Saskatchewan,

where she lives and emailed that URL. But then I remembered she's been had up for suspicious expenses on her account so that didn't

help psychologically. I didn't know her stand on this issue either.  The great irony of all this is that the Senate is popular as a topic for

dissolution - why do we need them now, blah de blah.

Thank God the Senate cut Trudeau off at the knees and if we didn't have them, how many would be imprisoned in the Covid 19

buildings that Mike Adams was saying were really prisons and I was like, keep your shirt on, bud. The relief of knowing The

Emergencies Act didn't pass was amazing. But Trudeau said he revoked it in his sleazy way. It was the Senate who DID IT.  You know I

was a Court Reporter & Clerk of Courts in southern Ontario and for the life of me I cannot understand why Trudeau has not been

charged and taken into custody as a cight risk.  But these Klaus Schwab, WEF course graduates are everywhere.

We ousted Erin O'Toole, MP, leader of the Conservative Party in another email deluge. See, it worked that time. I think someone's

controlling the contact system with the members and Senate. So immediately I'm looking for a good candidate to lead the

Conservatives. Pierre Poilievre, MP and he's a minister as he's the Honourable Pierre Poilievre, is running for the leadership. I sent him

both an email and a snail mail letter volunteering to help. I may be old, but I'm savvy about politics. Then I see Poilievre listed as a

Schwab grad in article. Is it true or not?   Canadians are on this and we won't go down easily.
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Thank you Retsbew, for your detailed information and the movements in support of the truckers, Also in this you link a narrative

about the Emergencies Act and the hope that Trudeau is tried and convicted by the people of Canada and throughout the world.

The polls reject his tyrannical performance. Trudeau had invoked the application of the Emergencies Act of 1988 four days

before the vote in the House of Commons on Monday night. On Tuesday the Senate met and the representative of the

Government asked him to make a decision without having access to the so-called 'secret information', a report that supposedly

conOrmed that the application of the Emergencies Law was necessary and justiOed.

There was absolutely no evidence to support a major police operation against the Freedom Convoy. Trudeau is a liar. He was

told on Tuesday (Feb 22) that the Senate could refuse to “rubber stamp” the Emergencies Act extension. Also on Tuesday,

Alberta's premier launched a lawsuit against Trudeau: Kenney called the move, which Trudeau has argued is necessary to deal

with a state of emergency caused by protests and convoy blockades, "one of the biggest mistakes of any modern Canadian

government." A group of 23 leading Israeli doctors and scientists wrote an open letter to Prime Minister Justin Trudeau

"rebuking him for equating protesters participating in the Freedom Convoy with ***."

"The important Oght against anti-Semitism must not be armed and directed at a legitimate civil protest that aims to restore

fundamental freedoms, in what used to be, not long ago, one of the freest countries in the world," the group said in a letter . on

Friday". More references in the link; JUSTIN TRUDEAU'S SWASTIKAS. “DEMOCRACY WITH NEO-NAZI CHARACTERISTICS”. THE

EMERGENCIES ACT IS REVOKED www.globalresearch.ca/justin-trudeaus-swastikas-democracy-with-neo-naz..  (02/24/2022)
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CANDACE OWENS RIPS INTO TRUDEAU'S AUTHORITARIAN CRACKDOWN ON FREEDOM PROTESTERS

rumble.com/vvma4e-candace-owens-rips-into-trudeaus-authoritarian-crack..  (02/23/2022) BILL O'REILLY ON TRUDEAU: "THE

HOUSE OF COMMONS WILL TRY TO GET RID OF HIM IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS"

rumble.com/vvpbil-bill-oreilly-on-trudeau-the-house-of-commons-will-tr..  (02/24/2022 ) In a recent poll, only 16% of Canadians

say they would vote for Trudeau again, while Biden's average net approval/disapproval has fallen to -11% in all major polls.

However, as in the United States, the Canadian media has protected Trudeau and underreported the events.

www.washingtonexaminer.com/news/canadians-wouldnt-vote-for-trudeau-aga..  (02/13/2022).

Poilievre, who is running for leader of the Conservative Party of Canada, said he will oppose the bill and, if elected prime
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minister, "will ensure that such abuses of power are never repeated." He said that Canada should go in the opposite direction

and seek freedom from COVID mandates and restrictions. "What we really should be doing is removing other restrictions,

getting rid of vaccine mandates and allowing our businesses and our workers to get back to their lives," the MP said.

www.lifesitenews.com/news/trudeaus-agenda-is-crisis-and-fear-to-increa..  (02/22/2022)
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Same boat here in the US. Why the heck are some of these people still functioning up there without being arrested and thrown

in prison?  They work FOR us - they ARE us! But they have turned this into us vs them.  Canadians are strong and powerful when

united! You won't go down easily? You won't go down AT ALL!   Funny how the super intelligent listen to Fauci, but then can't

reason the WEF agenda or the fact that Gates is spewing this toxin over the planet. What are the words for it? "Science has

proven this jab is neither safe nor effective!"
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I believe if you were to save a copy of your current post as a backup, then hit the reply button on the header post you are

interested in to then paste your information, you should get your desired results. Then you should be able to remove this post if

that proves successful. By all means if I don't have this right, let Retsbew know the proper procedure.
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Also Gui, the fact the deputy prime minister of Canada, Chrystia Freeland (former managing director of Reuters and a member

of the WEF Board of Trustees) is the granddaughter (or something similar) to a n@z! propagandizer (cannot recall his name

right now). So, this is more evidence of Justin Castro's hypocrisy.
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Retsbew, you are intelligent and a go getter. However, you may want to consider to stop looking to government to solve the

problem. They ARE the problem. There is none good, not one! Every one of them has been bought and paid for long ago. An

honest, ethical person is never permitted to rise to any power or status. Period. Please consider self-rule and not to be ruled

over by anyone at all! You know what is best for yourself, not any politician. Surround yourself with like-minded people who will

protect, serve, support, help and barter with one another. Mob rule does not work, even if your "party" is supposedly in control

for an election (selection) cycle. Self-rule works. It is the way our Creator designed it.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"brianallen1", "Retsbew, you are intelligent and a go getter. However, you may want to consider to stop looking to government to

solve the problem. They ARE the problem." Well said Brian, and here is a Canadian political organization worth looking into:

www.libertarian.ca/2021_platform
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brianallen, you are so correct. Even though we were sold on a bill of goods that our designed system of elected representatives

were to represent the people, as with a Constitution written by the elite, for the elite, it was all designed as rulers of the minions.

Trust no one to rule over you, including all politicians. Their interests are never your interests.
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Martix
Joined On 10/19/2007 4:48:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here we go again, Dear Retsbew, repeat after me, The Government is the problems....Period
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stanleybecker
Joined On 11/12/2012 3:21:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

there are two ways to do things - the "right" way amd the "wrong" way - if you have a crisis and events are not going in the direction you

want - what do you do - do you build bridges or do you widen the chasm ?? - it is a sign of immense immaturity to- steamroll your

agenda when negotiations would guarantee that all the stakeholders are allowed to claim face saving outcomes - instead this

immature man has chosen to prolong the dissatisfaction by demanding that as the saying goes "my way or the highway" - this man is

out of his depth - he is young and inexperienced - his political carrer hangs in the balance - like a pampered child {the SNAKE was also

pampered} this short sighted narcissist is totally contemptuous of the aspirations and rights of his citizens - in his self gloriOcation

this man believes himself to be SUPERIOR to those who enabled his rise to power - every political mistake in the book is being

perpetrated because of his predatory investment in the vaccine rico racket - throw the bum out - make him lose face and destroy his

political ambitions - there is NO CHOICE!!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Stan, Trudeau is a tyrant who wanted to impose a 21st century version of martial law doing the complete opposite of what

reason calls for, having resolved the truck convoy dispute without putting the entire nation under house arrest. The western

provinces of Alberta, Manitoba and Saskatchewan and the eastern city of Quebec opposed Prime Minister Justin Trudeau's

never-before invocation of the draconian Emergencies Act to deal with peaceful protesters who have legitimate grievances. The

long-term damage caused by this violation of civil liberties in our most important neighbor is immeasurable and extends to the

United States, while Biden remains silent on the emerging dictatorship because Biden also imposes his own tyranny.

We know Biden ordered private employers to mandate vaccinations on him, until the Supreme Court stopped Biden in a 6-3

vote. The tyrants only deserve one thing: their impeachment and being judged by the terrible consequences of imposing

"vaccine" mandates that only cause illness and death in addition to an economic crisis when we are seeing that this false

pandemic is now much less than a cu. BILL O'REILLY ON TRUDEAU: "THE HOUSE OF COMMONS WILL TRY TO GET RID OF HIM

IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS" rumble.com/vvpbil-bill-oreilly-on-trudeau-the-house-of-commons-will-tr..  (02/24/2022 )
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HI Stan, Apparently this is part of the lessons taught by the WEF Young Leaders Program - as the guy leading the US White

House covid response team also graduated from that program. Show strength? grab unnecessary or illegal powers, then back

down. Its a pattern. Here's an important Corbett Report from earlier this month, reporting on the DAVOS agenda for 2022: The

Corbett Report: THE DAVOS AGENDA REVEALS GOVERNANCE 4.0 (20-02-2022) - - www.bitchute.com/.../5tvAtoCGEaDa  in

case you had any other questions about what's being planned ahead, their cattle call?
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Joined On 1/18/2021 8:16:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well observed Stanley. Even putting aside the young leaders programme, I have thought for many years that the politicians

running our countries are getting younger and younger. Career politicians, straight out of uni and no experience of the world. All

theoretical teachings are sterile without the practical experience, for which there is no substitute. Where are all the elder

statesmen? Where are the learned elder voices of caution and reason? And there’s no chance of these elder statesmen

reappearing - they could only come from the present day ranks. As a senior citizen, I truly believe that no person should be

considered for public oPce until they’ve had at least 20 years experience of life and it’s problems. The pyramid is upside down

in our world, it needs to be put the right way up.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Like it has been stated, Canada is a test. I am 1000% in support of the protesters and watched streams for many hours every

day. However, I've had a sickening suspicion that it was all a set up. The leaders of the truckers were EXTREMELY organized in

every way. If a citizen wanted to do a live stream, they had to meet with the organizers for permission to walk around a city and

Olm? HIghly unusual. This evil knows no bounds, has unlimited resources and will deviously stop at nothing. Those were not

Ottawa police.

They were clearly you-n troops. Trudeau is the perfect test pilot. He followed every single order on cue. If Canada had a current

leader like Winston Churchill, his behavior would have made zero sense and he could not have pulled it off. This way, the world

was deceived chalking it up to a spoiled, entitled, bratty narcissist. What a great performance/ distraction. Now that Phase 1 of

the mission is accomplished, they may uninstall him, but they will install another puppet of their choice to accomplish Phase 2.
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rrealrose
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Add as Friend  Send Message

And Kim Iverson also covered this topic: Kim Iversen: GREAT RESET Has INFILTRATED Cabinets Around The World With Young

Leaders Like Trudeau - - - - www.youtube.com/watch
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rose ! Haha, as I work my way down the thread and the offerings I just noticed you scooped this story three minutes before

yours truly. I consider this an essential dietary feed to help eliminate mad sheep disease.
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epi-cure, Here's another aspect to closely inspect: US CDC along with mainstream media has been projecting fake case

numbers for nearly 2 years now, easily could be interpreted as a sign of US weakness. If Homeland Security was really

interested in enemies of the state, they would be investigating false test charts and reports, leading to lockdowns and general

destruction of the US economy and middle class. Putin, on the other side of the globe, must be aware of these projections,

planned well in advance and choosing his time, he decides on Ukraine Orst, Finland may be next. Maybe no one should lead a

country without Orst showing the capacity to tie or win at chess! Most of our so-called leaders look more and more like wimps.

Using the Israeli dashboard info, this "thing" is nearly over...
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM
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Hi All, this is important... This is important https:

//alt-market.us/order-out-of-chaos-how-the-ukraine-concict-is-designed-to-beneOt-globalists/  

alt-market.us/order-out-of-chaos-how-the-ukraine-concict-is-designed-..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true Leahoz: ON THE BRINK OF CATASTROPHE, THINGS WILL GET REALLY CRAZY REALLY QUICKLY IF BIDEN AND

DEMOCRATS GET THEIR WAY - THE GLOBALISTS NEED AN 'END TIMES' WAR TO CEMENT TYRANNY INTO PLACE

allnewspipeline.com/Things_To_Get_Really_Crazy_Really_Quickly.php
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Leahoz
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GUILLERMOU, thank you for your response. Not all things are as they seem! we need to walk away from those 'service

corporations' called Governments.. Which are in fact just corps. There are no 'govt' it has been subsumed by corporations.

Adiose all.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Leahoz - thanks for the link. Choices - be the chess player or be the chess piece? Are you being played? ( At least have the

insight and understanding to ask the question. IMHO a vast majority never will, they are too busy standing in-line (and hoping

they have tee-shirts) for the soon-to-be jab #4.)
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“There are decades where nothing happens; and there are weeks where decades happen.” ― Vladimir Ilyich Lenin
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "Order Out of Chaos" is right at the top of their agendas. I've known this for many years. If this 'covid' psyops isn't creating

chaos...I don't know what is! Of course; chaos is being manufactured throughout this society - globally. "Crisis - Reaction -

Solution".
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

When given the choice of 'white' or 'black' in a Oxed 'chess' game of the wouldbe 'gods' ....the only winning response is: "I don't

want to play chess at all. I won't play chess at all. The Lord rebuke you." See Jude, Genesis 3, Matthew 4 & Luke 4 KJB. It's like

sitting down to wine with the original Borgia.
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Good_Hands
Joined On 11/18/2020 2:03:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One could forgive Trudeau for calling these protestors racist. Aftet all, I believe many of them have been referring to each other as

"honkers" and he probably thought they were saying "honkies." Indeed, it's diPcult to hear clearly when you have a klausschwab in your

ear.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

In the south it's a compliment to say "you have a nice set of honkers".
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

lol...Klausswchwab: is that anything like Gesundheit? On 'honkers', my goodness gracious, in the South that's Hooters, ***...get

your stereotypes right! : - ) Thanks...even graveyard & trench humor is appreciated ...and probably somewhat necessary to

sanity, at this point.  Proverbs 17:22 A merry heart doeth good like a medicine: but a broken spirit drieth the bones.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fundamental, "Hooters" was a Florida slang. Im from the mid-south. We had "over the shoulder boulders", "nice rack", and

"honkers" as our top 3 discriptives of women's anatomy in the 10th grade!
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JPYS TTAM
Joined On 11/8/2008 10:46:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Canada Prime Minister (or Canada's Pediphile-in-Chief if the truth ever comes out) is not in the pocket of the Big Pharma per se, he is

precisely in the pocket of Klaus Schwab, founder and chairman of World Economic Forum (WEF), a fancy name for one of the

globalists' controlled entities. And Schwab is a VERY dangerous man for the world's common people. This also includes over half of

Canada's parliament members that Klaus Schwab controls. And he also has his hooks 100 other nations. PLEASE research Klaus

Schwab and the WEF! By the way, the creepy, evil Bill Gates is also in this boat and can't be trusted as far as he can be thrown. Gates

comes from a long line of eugenicists - that should tell you a lot about what his goals are.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha! I'd pay money to have that exclusive report on Trudeau with child porn! He Ots the stereotype. His tone of voice says it all.

It's that perfect child molester/coercive tone. Just listening to him and watching his fake concerned look (facial expressions)

makes my skin crawl! The man is a creep!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You have to love Dr. Martin. He's a man of my ambitions. Canada will suffer the consequences for it's actions. I have not done business

with Canada since the WHO declared a pandemic. Our relatives from S. Korea come to the USA now to see us instead of their

Canadian relatives. We give them the grand tour of the USA when they come. It's not cheap to host 6+ people and chauffeur them

around for 4 weeks. We spent 2 weeks on the road last year. We easily spent over $15K. That was Canada's LOSS and the USA's GAIN!

Let us hope and pray the USA doesn't go down this totalitarian road. The people of the USA will not tolerate tyranny.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That video of Dr. Martin was the shot heard around the world. Look at all the countries, including the US, that are suddenly doing

a 180. They don't want anything to do with Dr. Martin! They know that if they continue with this scamdemic they will be

answering to him in a court of law. "You gotta know when to hold them....know when to fold them...know when to walk

away...know when to run." Kenny Rodgers.
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smilestogo
Joined On 7/3/2021 9:12:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The brave thing a brave man would do is face the protesters; listen to them, challenge their thinking with thinking of one's own,

convince them and win them. The weak thing a weak man will do is run for more power to exercise without having any self-power.

Justin Trudeau has shown his mettle!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Indeed, “Justin Trudeau has shown his mettle!,” cowardice and lust for power follow Schwab's lead by invoking a Bill of War

requiring Onancial institutions to stop “providing any Onancial service to anyone associated with the protests. and attack

protesters by denying them freedom of expression. It is precisely the isolation of dissenting voices and groups that leads to

such acts of disruption and disobedience. dialogue with truckers. He should listen to the reasons of the summoners: In this link

message from Kyle Sefcik of the Freedom Convoy USA 2022: “We come peacefully and we will do it in a legal and constitutional

way. “I want the rest of the world to know our plans so that they do not twist or lie about who and what we are. “We just want the

government overreach to end. In the video the full message:

rumble.com/vvlkl3-message-to-the-president-from-freedom-convoy-usa-202..  (02/23/2022)
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Marago
Joined On 12/28/2020 9:29:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

….,,and then run and hide like he did — it’s called “COVid-cover!”
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Justin Trudeau has shown his blind faith obedience to his head. He is doing & saying precisely what that head tells him to say.

And the WEF is just a switchman station to keep as much of that covert as possible. This is classic j.e.s.u.i.t tactic, honed by

cronying with every other craft in the world, ever learning. Never satisOed. Always the head.
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Cadville2
Joined On 4/6/2017 11:44:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a freedom loving Canadian from Edmonton I would like to beseech Canadians that even in light of the concict occurring in the

Ukraine right now, we need to keep focussed on the situation here in Canada.  While what is happening in the Ukraine is indeed horrid

and repugnant, don’t allow yourself to become distracted so that draconian laws and bills are quietly passed here to further Trudeau‘s

tyrannical agenda.  On CTV Newsnet yesterday, Trudeau stated that “ Russia’s attack on the Ukraine was also an attack on

democracy”.  Ya… I guess he should know all about attacks on democracy, shouldn’t he? Keep your eyes on the prize, fellow

Canadians. Pray for the Ukraine… But don’t lose sight of what is going on here at home.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fear, fear, fear. If the Ukraine doesn't prove to be a big enough distraction to draw the populations in line, what is left? What

next? Aliens?
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JGB123
Joined On 8/20/2020 5:32:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ditto to everyone in the good old USA.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rome's had an arm dealing with 'aliens' & an oPcial 'evangelism plan for aliens' for quite awhile now. Trickle down to the cronies

& co-adjutors, knowing & not. Check it out. Ever the ecumenical Mama...just don't step out of line. Then there's Project Blue

Beam.
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johnpage
Joined On 9/24/2021 2:40:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This all seems far away in another country me being UK and although i support the demonstrators and truckers with all my heart and

although i have seen lots of support on youtube which have blocked everything but the''oPcal narrative'' by the way and i know from

sources that international troops in police uniforms are being used by trudy public opinion seems to be mixed wheras the whole

country should be behind the protestors instead of twiddling their thumbs but thats sheeple for you. i am of the opinion that canada is

an experiment if canada falls then which country is next it could be mine or it could be yours and the truckers cant be everywhere the

people of the world need to make a choice Freedom or slavery.

personely i choose Freedom but it seems to me that a lot of people prefer to sit in the mud, remember people if canada falls then they

know they can win and they will apply that formula to every country in the world proberbly before 2030 their plan is total and i mean

total control of the limited remaining populace a Onal point remember the Nazi's well they have inOltrated our goverments and they are

back but its not just one leader this time its most of them exept Putin and trump and a few others do your homework the media have

been playing Trump and Putin as evil but they are the complete opposite. an uplifting note to end on, They the powers that want the

reset are scared they are scared of YOU you who are reading this knowing the truth because once you know the truth there is no going

back to their lies, much love to all.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Isn't it wild? I think the same thing between NYC and Los Angeles CA, they want to see if they can take them down and then

everything falls after that. But people are standing up. We're stronger than they know - even with censorship!  I can't fathom

choosing to live in oppression over freedom. After I watched the virus rip through 50+ folks at this one plant that's owned by - I

think it's the UK, mandatory vax by this company over the American branch - they're 99% jabbed. 50+ OUT.  It didn't work.

 Where's the science now?
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papasha408
Joined On 4/18/2021 11:27:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Trudeau just made a speech about the Russia/Ukraine crisis and said he will Oght authoritarianism. Mr. Trudeau obviously doesn't

understand irony. Then again, what can one expect from someone with a double digit I.Q.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

OMgosh - brilliant. The man can talk out both sides of his mouth.
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katndognco
Joined On 1/1/2011 2:56:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m curious if people in his cabinet are in agreement with the Truckers? If so, I hope they are forming a coup to oust that turkey

Trudeau! Complacency is murderously contagious, more so than any virus or threat of NWO.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

BILL O'REILLY ON TRUDEAU: "THE HOUSE OF COMMONS WILL TRY TO GET RID OF HIM IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS"

rumble.com/vvpbil-bill-oreilly-on-trudeau-the-house-of-commons-will-tr..  (02/24/2022)
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The interesting part of this injustice is that on average, the more intelligent an individual appears to be the more they agree with JT

actions even though his actions will eventually impact them, the cheerleaders. History repeats itself because the psychology that

governs peoples thinking and response does not change, and is therefore, easily manipulated through narrative buildup and repetitive

messaging. I think they call that Brainwashing? The JT style of governing follows this approach. The beatings / oppression will

continue until the moral improves.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think the same thing here in the US. I keep getting more curious what government really thinks their job is and why so many

intelligent people can't see the iron curtain dropping on us. The brainwashing is deep on this side of the border, Thank God there

are more of us than the media lets on.
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Usher12
Joined On 5/1/2013 7:11:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jerry, I am not sure where you get that from: Did the media clown puppets or fake polls tell you that?  Anyone who is capable of

being brainwashed and buying into this authoritarian Covid nonsense (and more do not buy into it than you might realize) is a

complete moron, a coward, a weakling, has no understanding of actual health, does not value their freedom or health and is

incapable of independent thought.  Many Canadians don't care enough one way or the other and have no real opinion of their

own, which is also disgusting.  Having or not having university degrees does not necessarily mean someone is more or less

intelligent.

In fact I am starting to think that people with college/ university educations (and I have one) are more often than not less

intelligent because many do not question what is front of their eyes in the real world or what they are being taught in school:

Even if it does not make any sense.  Now in Ontario, Canada, students cannot even attend university if they are unvaccinated:

Meaning the powers that be are trying to totally eliminate the truly clever and rational students capable of thinking for

themselves who were left.
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Forest6
Joined On 12/13/2021 3:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Whats really making me cringe at the moment is watching our world leaders take the stand and tell us how they stand for peace and

freedom with regards to the Russia/ Ukraine debacle. Meanwhile mandating medical procedures, villifying people who choose

differently, taking their jobs, breaking up families, destroying careers of medical professionals who speak out, the mental health crisis

caused and now stealing money and freezing accounts. While blm protesters where allowed to carry on smashing shop windows,

setting things on Ore and pulling down statues. The really weird thing is how some people still dont see a problem. My parents had no

idea about whats going on in Canada and really didnt want to listen.
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Forest6
Joined On 12/13/2021 3:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I remember watching a video from a CIA whistle blower that said they control who's in power in certain countries and of that

leader doesnt comply, they either make them comply or remove them and replace by someone they approve of. Its a rigged

game.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree Forest6, it makes my stomach turn. They are delusional and psychotic pathetic hypocrites.
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Words from those claiming the things they are destroying are the things they are protecting, classic doublespeak.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mass formation psychosis Forest6. People have been getting dumbed down since they started chem-trailing their toxic poisons

on the planet. Worldwide 1776 needs to happen, or the human species is going extinct.
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Jnatural123
Joined On 2/3/2021 1:38:43 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was revoked on Wednesday, just over a day later. It was going to be a Senate victory by the sounds of the debate, in fact they

exposed more and more. Because he revoked the Emergency Act it’s added further to the chaos, plus they are very unpopular now .
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JPYS TTAM
Joined On 11/8/2008 10:46:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Because Trudeau is in the pocket of Klaus Schwab, Chairman of the World Economic Forum, you can bet they will all do

whatever they have to do to get Trudeau reelected including Oxing the vote if necessary or some technicality.
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chantalsalzmanngmail.com
Joined On 7/5/2021 12:27:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Goodness me ! Such a stupid Baby Face. The backlash of what he is up to, is going to sink him, I would venture. Even his brother calls

him a Bully ! Bullies are cowards who will only tackle others when they are convinced that they will win. They primarily have

authorotharian type personalities. When they are on top in a scrap, they are mercyless and when they start going down they fold like

rubber gloves. Just watch what is going to happen. Sociologically groups have a manner to act and react in predictable manner. I have

a feeling a lot of discontent is festering in both Canada and the US. More than people realize.
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arthurrieloutlook.com
Joined On 1/5/2021 7:58:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

@chantalsalzmanngmail.com, You said, "Bullies are cowards who will only tackle others when they are convinced that they will

win." t'was always thus. t'will ever be.  Behind their aggressive bluster is a fractured self-esteem. Answer their aggression with a

dope-slap, or--preferably--the Ceausescu Treatment--and they collapse, and their minions scatter like cockroaches.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chantal, he has "little man" syndrome. Hitler was no different. Fauci is just like Trudeau and Hitler. These people have never won

a Oght or argument in their life. They are cowards. Yet, somehow, the sheeple on this planet sympathize with weakness and vote

for people like Trudeau.
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grulla
Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't forget Putin and Napoleon. I've lost 2" of height over my 76 years, and will look into buying elevator shoes and become a

tyrant also...LOL!!!  www.pedestrian.tv/news/robert-de-niro-goober-shoes-supremely-roasted-t..
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow. I'm glad I read all the way to the end for the knock-out punchline! The Trudeau Foundation  has an ownership stake in Acuitas

Therapeutics which makes the lipid nanoparticles that are part of the biotechnology of the POzer and Moderna vaccines. WOW. The

Canadian government should be freezing/seizing Trudeau's assets instead of ruining the lives of hardworking truckers! Whose the

guilty party here? A Trudeau institution proOteering off the suffering of the common people caught in their plandemic? Or truckers who

took action to halt the unnecessary mandates?
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TreeIsKey
Joined On 3/12/2021 1:29:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scary. The weakest people make the worst tyrants. But this is about much more than tyrants. It is about stealing people's properties

and wealth, depopulating world, promoting transhumanism, cyborgs, brain chips, GMO animals, plants, and humans and other RATs

(run-amuck technologies), extending life for the initiated global elites, and make life grand for THEM at the expense of the entire

human race and the Wilderness and sanctity of Planet Earth. "The World will praise Volga" -- Vanga (Bulgarian 'Nostsradamus')

Nuremberg 2022: USA, England, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa. THESE Anglo-Saxon freemasonic fascist faraohs need

to be apprehended and THOSE behind plannedemics, massacres, Kovid mandates responsible for deaths and destructions of millions

of people need to be publicly executed, and not escape like Bush 41, Bush 43, and *** Cheney did (thus far). Good People of Earth

Unite!
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Speaking Canadianly, Trudeau and his Finance minister should play a friendly game of Russian Roulette. The winner of that round

should realize the dangers of failing every aspect of true responsible governance.
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JustinSturz
Joined On 7/30/2008 6:38:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Scratch a liberal, bleed a Fascist.
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veraromo
Joined On 6/29/2010 4:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wars of aggression and suppression are heinous crimes against the heritage of humanity as freeborn children of God. A war thus

motivated is unrighteous action by the aggressor, and is not unrighteousness to defend ourselves against such evil. To protect one’s

country and it’s helpless citizens against evil is righteous action, Spiritual power is the greatest force; it should be the bulwark behind

every form of resistance and defense. The Orst line of action should be to use all spiritual and moral power possible to counter evil;

and to try to change the worlds inclination to war and violence by removing the causes that strengthen evil- poverty and hunger,

disease, injustice, greed, and selOsh interests. If, in the last, evil force has to be met with righteous force, the Bhagavad Gita advises

the Kshatriya, the soldier, not to waver but fulOll bravely his God-given duty. Yoganadaji.
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veraromo
Joined On 6/29/2010 4:08:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Why do world suffering and world misery arise? When people all over the earth are happy and prosperous they are in tune with God,

and the entire vibrations of the earth in relation with the planets are harmonious. But, as soon as one nation starts Oghting with

another, or selOsh industrial gourmands try to devour all prosperity for themselves, it brings depression. And when depression starts in

one place, it begins to spread everywhere, owing to the vibrations that travel through the ether. World war 1 created wrong vibrations in

Europe Orst, which then spread all over the earth; and where there was no war, incuenza appeared. The agonies of the people who died

in the world war created the subtle cause of the epidemic of Spanish incuenza, which immediately followed the war and killed 20

million people, while the war itself killed about 10 million only.

“The sudden cataclysms that occur in nature, creating havoc and mass injury, are not ‘acts of God’. Such disasters result from the

thoughts and actions of man. Whenever the world’s vibratory balance of good and evil is disturbed by an accumulation of harmful

vibrations, the result of man’s wrong thinking and wrong doing, you will see devastation.........The world will continue to have warfare

and natural calamities until all people correct their wrong thoughts and behavior......When materiality predominates in man’s

consciousness, there is an emission of subtle negative rays, their cumulative power disturbs the electrical power of nature, and that is

when earthquakes, coods, and other disasters happen. God is not responsible for them! Man’s thoughts have to be controlled, before

nature can be controlled” (cont) Yoganadaji
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The common denominator and what cov19 is all about. The mighty $. Without it wars would not be possible, banking fraud will not be

possible, communism would not have existed. The Bolshevik was Onance by American banks . 1813 federal reserve act was shortly

followed by WW1.
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jkb5148
Joined On 11/28/2020 4:56:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Time to send Cash cards and Gas cards, take all their money out of their banks and crash their system.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are reports that Canadian banks are sounding an alarm. Cash withdrawals have increased dramatically as people are

withdrawing their funds out of fear that their accounts will be frozen. Is this an unseen outcome, or is it part of the plan to switch to an

all digital currency?
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mickermo
Joined On 5/4/2009 10:35:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hmmm! Seems like this mini-dictator has a vested Onancial interest according to the article! Lying Libs!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As always, just follow the money!
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anthony.aaron47
Joined On 10/20/2021 12:55:41 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"One wonders whether the Trudeau Foundation’s ownership stake in Acuitas Therapeutics — rumored to be around 40%, per Dr. Robert

Malone16 — might be incuencing his behavior?" Much more likely is Trudeau's membership in the WEF, especially as a graduate of his

'great reset' group of Young Global Leaders … along with other such illuminaries as Bill Gates, Jeff Zuckerberg, Jacinda Ardern (PM of

New Zealand), and many others. Klaus Schwab, head of the WEF and creator of the Young Global Leaders school, has recently bragged

about how many of those graduates are not only in high government positions as Heads of State, but that in Canada's instance, more

than half of the Cabinet are, too.

These folks are not just in it for the Onancial gain - of course, there is always that - but the primary goal is the furthering of the 'great

reset' and its destruction of the 1st World as we know it and the overthrow of its National Sovereignties, its cultures, its histories -- its

very existence. The push for unfettered 3d world migration into the 1st World is part and parcel of that plan … although the 3d world

folks have no clue what's really in store for them once they've overrun and destroyed the 1st World …
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MyTVC15
Joined On 5/15/2021 12:49:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everyone, the Charter of Rights and Freedoms is NOT what you think it is! The ladies at http://www.stand4thee.com  were on the

ground in Ottawa, providing free legal services and education that continue to help protestors to assert their rights. I watched and

heard them doing this via videos from individual protestors. The Charter is a tool for the government. If I rape you and and you invoke

the Charter, the onus is on YOU to prove that I raped you. Also, the judge can throw any precedent out the window and make a personal

decision on whether or not you were raped! This is referred to as a dark instrument because it gives you the tools you need to hang

yourself in court. You may notice that no one has uttered the term Canadian Bill of Rights. All the PM, police chiefs and MPs seem to

refer to is the Charter of Rights and Freedoms. There is a reason for this!! Amanda Ridding from Stand4Thee did an EXCELLENT video

that explains this: https://youtu.be/-tObqbmSPWg
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is that the same as the International Rights of Children thing they've been trying to get passed in the US forever? In order to

destroy family (hello Rome...1 Tim 4 KJB), indirectly controlling parents & property, power; weaponizing the immature &

inexperienced through covert & not so covert brainwashing in the new confessional/counseling/dumbucation system? ..... &

basically to take ownership of children as merchandise & pawns, bypassing the Constitution by the international treaty clause?
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scintilla1
Joined On 2/8/2008 4:50:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Americans take note: the Prime Minister is NOT a president and not the head of state. In Canada the system of government is a

constitutional monarchy. To give credit where due, when Orst elected, Justin Trudeau did have the senate appointment system

changed to end the infamous "pork-barrel" appointments (using the Senate as a place to park political cronies). The new system of

selection is designed to ensure that this is a gathering of the most accomplished and public-spirited people recognized in their

regions for stellar contributions to society. Some of them are noted human-rights defenders.  The Senate of Canada is exhibiting some

effective independence these days.

A heartening speech by one of them, Leo Housakos, has actually been posted to youtube. This was taken from 'electronic Hansard',
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the oPcial record of parliamentary proceedings. He states that he has never seen the country so divided, nor so many coming to

protest peacefully who have reached an extreme level of frustration. This senator also explains lucidly that the PM had a responsibility

to talk to the protesters.  Meanwhile the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms, which had rapidly Oled objections to the

Emergencies Act invocation, reports (as of morning Feb. 25th) that their urgent judicial Oling has resulted in charges being dropped

against protesters.

So the laws and rights of Canada are being upheld by very competent lawyers who have been working hard for a long time on these

issues. It is vital to have legal representation engaged and 'on the ground' with the convoy to ensure that legal actions are brought

forward based on your own country's laws.  For me, what was most impressive about the freedom protest was this all took place in the

dead of winter. People were standing outside day after day in temperatures sometimes minus 20 Celsius (below zero Fahrenheit) and

often wind chill way below that. The warmth of their love for Canada and for freedom kept them going.
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You know, I've been watching this w/ the State Church/religion angle & history in mind. The 'Queen' is supposedly the head the

'the Church' in England, right? Tho most obviously there are no biblically deOned saints in that family& I'm not talking man's

beatiOcation by vote & woo stories for silly women laden w/ sins. We started hearing from foreign missionaries back maybe 10

years ago, I remember 1 speciOcally from the Philippines, because it shocked me how deceived people could be, saying how

Putin w/ his Roman Orthodox Church religion was more of a champion of 'life'& 'Christian' things than America these days.

Maybe at the traitorous& controlled headship level: but not w/ the saints seeing by scripture.  It went hand in hand w/ the 'psych'

social justice, NAR strange, impure wind that swept thru: which, especially in the 'spiritual drunkenness'& 'superior love' aspects

of the thing was in clear violation of 1 Cor 14:32 And the spirits of the prophets are subject to the prophets.

... &, Acts 15:20 But that we write unto them, that they abstain from pollutions of idols, & from fornication, & from things

strangled,& from blood. Much more in line w/ 1 Thessalonians 5& 2 Thessalonians 2 KJB.  Note: Orthodox Roman universalism

is rejoined to Rome West as head.  A sort of match to UK monarchy:uneasy, competitive family thing religiously historically, &

'Oxed' a bit since they offed Nicholas & Alexandria....which we've also seen romanticized: w/ conditioning that there was a

'survivor' (like the l'enfant story of days gone by).

 All Oefs & orders allied back to Rome (& her banks, corporate holdings) will fall into line. It's part of the 'deal', & agreeing to the

'black' or 'white' pieces on their chessgame & board which is corporatism. Individual rights incompatible.  Given the Whore

riding the Beast scenario of Revelation, 1st run foreshadowing Jezebel/Ahab, & prior to that Babylon: this is not something to

ignore. Idolatrous, profane Jehu type antichrist. Re18
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Do not trust their 'legal' 'laws', because the 'elite' regard themselves above these 'laws'; they are lawless warlords. The 'elite' facade

called democracy looks increasingly shabby now. Government is really a gang of self-legalised thugs, with en-force-ment ('elite'

protection) outsourced to police corporations, in most/all countries. Anyone who thinks that political parties represent them is an idiot,

as is anyone who votes for these political parties, because they all represent the 'elite'; I know this can be diPcult to accept, but fact it

be, and no amount of wishful thinking, dogma, or other ideology will change this! We need to migrate out of their camoucaged

neo-feudal system into real sovereignty(s) as soon as possible!
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As a Canadian not far from the location of the protest, I am aware of both sides of this issue. Ottawa is not just a seat of federal

government, but also an ordinary city. The downtown area that was invaded and blocked up by parked trucks included a lot of

residential buildings. Due to fear and hate being promoted by the Prime Minister, restaurants and small businesses closed their doors.

One-sided media reports fanned the cames of resentment Orst of all by Onding one Nazi cag and one "confederate cag" (BTW that

must have been an American — Canada does not have any such cag) and photographing that (conveniently set up at the recognizable

parliamentary fence), and never showing all the Canadian and provincial cags.

By airing only the views of indignant residents, the media supported the mayor and councillors who agitated to have the trucks

removed.  I can understand both sides of this. I wanted to see the trucks voluntarily move out of the downtown core so that the

peaceful aspect of the protest, people singing together and sharing food with the homeless would then be what city residents would

see as they could return to their places of work. In fact the protesters would all have liked to be able to go to those restaurants which

closed in unfounded fear of them!  All those in copy-cat convoys need to be aware of the rights of others when they "set up camp" in a

capital city.

They need to respect local noise bylaws and the need of the population to maintain business as best they can.  That being said, there

was no need at all for the heavy-handed police action, nor for invoking the Emergencies Act.  I notice that most sources given for this

article are American. A good Canadian source is the Justice Centre for Constitutional Freedoms (jccf.ca). That is a registered charity

which is able to act pro-bono on behalf of citizens whose rights are infringed and who cannot afford a lawyer. I recommend that site

for reliable information.
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Generally the Confederate cag is planted to promote the new deOnition of race & civil rights division. Or some dumb-dumb they

cultivate, egg on, then use. Like the guys in the MI governor 'kidnapping'. And a dozen other cases we could all name. Honesty is

hardly the name of the game anymore....that old father of lies reigns in the hearts of men, & that spirit is subtle & seductive, can

get a man or woman to justify about anything. While the familiar spirit aspect of the thing watches for inclinations to sin to be

exploited.  I worked for a time in a semi-rural area baptist church oPce.

We used to get emails with names purposely contrived to look like other churches...fbc whereverville, & such things. If you

opened them, it was porn of the most vile types. I couldn't imagine at the time what entity might be behind that. It obviously

wasn't random, & email was still locally routed. A call to their oPce would Ox it...for awhile. Later as all these vile things & sex

offenders, the Tom White thing w/ VOM, & such in this church or that, became as regular as out of Rome's dark confessional

system. Of course, offenders look for weak, naive targets, but don't tend to be so sophisticatedly organized. Part of all this web

of deceit & tyranny, steering, entrapment no doubt.

We got 'loved out' of ol' First Masonic, BTW...some questions you're not allowed to ask in a church 'controlled' or under

'transformation' by a power other than the Gospel of the Lord Jesus Christ according to the scriptures, one by one, as

scripturally in freely associating, simple Timothy& Titus ordered bodies whose only head is Christ: Christ all, & in all. And in all

such churches, there is ONE Bible you're not allowed to quote authoritatively....or you'll feel the Inquisition, never knowing what

hit you because it's indirect & cowardly, from the shadows, & w/o knowing, or facing, your accusers. 'Small groups' organizing

101. Shades of the Three Self Patriotic fake.
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The other problem Canada now has is the current man in charge has an enormous concict of interest. Both in Canada and in England

the medical profession holds the purse strings on a lot of supplements we generally have had the freedom to choose whether we take

them or not in the United States under the FDA. In England in the past even a sleep aid medicine cannot be had without a prescription.

If you think the bureaus are out of control here, simply cross the Atlantic to see what they control in other "civilized" nations. The

words to describe those medical professionals in other nations are not very nice. But they deserve every bit of it.  We as a nation must

be very careful. Because it is coming here.
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My boss in sales in the 1980s used to tell us all human reactions follow the three laws of motion. For every action there is an equal

and opposite reaction. What that reaction will be no one really knows at this point in time. By his own actions and by his own words,

this Prime Minister is likely history. I do Ond it amazing that the parliament voted to back him up. Part of the reaction? Is going to be

the lack of people willing to transport goods in Canada for any reason whatsoever. What they are likely to do? Possibly go to provinces

that refuse to enact the emergency under the table so that their people can get fed.

These are peaceful people. They are not trying to overthrow anyone.  All they really have to do is change professions so they are not in

the way of this modern day version of Hitler. If 40% of the population disagree with this Prime Minister his days are numbered. It is

only a matter of time. Any people that back this move? They by association will be politically ruined as well. We are talking about

average people. People that generally never get involved in politics. They are by choice a hidden majority of the citizens of any nation,

not just Canada.

That hidden majority is likely to not speak out. But they do vote. Do Canadians have the equivalent of a 25th Amendment? Because the

time is coming quickly when it might be necessary to use such a law against the current regime. It is time when representatives in the

current government take a long hard look at what the reaction to the harsh treatment might occur if they do not ask for this PM's

resignation. There was a time when the Queen of England would have asked for that resignation.
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There are many Canadians who have awakened thanks to Just a Truedope's actions. He hit them in their bank accounts and that is

what made the sleeping sheep wake up to see that their barn was on Ore. They watched as Twystia Freedom (Chrystia Freeland, the

Onance and deputy minister) announce with glee that parts of the Act would remain past the thirty days. There was a run on the banks,

but the Lamestream Media did not report this, of course. Thanks to the wiser heads of the Senate, the bill was not going to pass so the

Coward of the Country withdrew it. There are many people who think that The Cabal is indeed clever, and there is no doubt they are

paying a great many clever people to do their thinking for them.

We haven't got a chance, some people say, and they are ten steps ahead.  Well there is always Murphy's Law: If anything can go wrong,

it will.  There is also reality. Plotting ten steps ahead is a fool's errand as no one, nobody can be in that level of control. Control freaks

like the Cabal are bound to fail for these reasons alone. Besides, they themselves are not very bright, and they surround themselves

with yes men who make them think they are bright. Just ask Truedope.
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I hope you're right! There's one way to wake up the sheep. Freeze their bank accounts. There's just one problem. I don't think

anyone attending that protest were sheep.
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Yes, the fundamental caw is as you said 'nobody can be in that level of control' at least indeOnitely.
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Trudeau attempted to save his face at the expense of Canadian innocence. The truckers, and many peace-loving Canadians, were

about to be the heroes of the world, but Trudeau and some other desperate Young Global Leaders prevented that for a time by

cheating. Never before in its history has the spirit of Canada been so scarred.
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"Is it because he has this sweetheart deal with Big Pharma?" - That is partly why he's doing it. "They" let him do it in Canada because

apparenbtly its been calculated that Canadians are the *least* likely to do anything qabout it among the Western nations.  WHen he

Orst did it I immediaitely thought it was a trail run for the UK...
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Good articles worth reading tessa.substack.com/.../the-heart-of-a-child  | thevaccinereaction.org/.../the-power-of-protest

 | www.globalresearch.ca/more-blackrock-than-you-might-imagine/5748159

 | www.organicconsumers.org/newsletter/beyond-nightmare/biden-administrat..  | off-guardian.org/.../slow-boil
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Shows the danger of digital money. Tyrants can take it on a whim based on what they believe is wrong think......without due process.

 Diversify your wealth and beware of banks.
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He's a joke and no one should take him seriously. Just fart in his direction and ignore everything he says. You do not need a drivers

license to drive. And you do not need a bank account. Use crypto with a wallet. Period. Just ignore him and he will go away. He has NO

power unless you agree to his ***. NO WORRIES. So just tell him to *** off and there is NOTHING HE CAN DO. *** YOU TRUDEAU _^_
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Some other points worthy of note. When the convoy was heading into Ottawa, JT claimed he tested positive for CVD and "isolated", or

perhaps ran and hid. Throughout the weeks of the protest JT continued his defamatory rhetoric, which was echoed by the various

media currently receiving federal funding. The NY Times reported on the event, mentioning that police were arresting people at gun

point, which drew accusations from the "media" of being false, although the NYT photos conOrmed the claim. The Ottawa police chief

"resigned" just prior to the brute force end game rolling out.

JT invoked the act on Feb 14, which requires parliamentary approval, that didn't happen till a week later. That was seen as a vote of

conOdence which would see JT step down if defeated, and any party MP voting against this would be removed from caucus. All the Lib

and NDP MP's voted in favour of the act. The vote was delayed due to a "police operation" which at the time was several blocks away

from parliament.

The vote was held on our "Family Day". The Senate must also debate and vote on this, however the act was revoked during this

process. The freeze and seize of peoples property and assets was without any due process, allowing the banks indemnity, and

individuals had no resolve for this. Many bank accounts will see their assets removed by individuals as a result. Many reputations have

been destroyed. Govt, media, medical, police, banks, to name a few. Our Charter of Rights has been mostly ignored, which is part of

our constitution, the highest law of the land.

The country remains grossly divided, and although the Act has been revoked there are still provincial states of emergencies that

allowed 39 trucking companies to be shut down by the provinces. Again no due process here. The hacked donators list is being used

to target those that would disagree with the oPcial narrative. Such a disgrace!! Oh, I could go on. Threats of removing children and

pets... Tis a sad, sad state of affairs!
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This is one reason why in America....the Globalist/Elitist/Reset Proponents/Liberal Left progressives want the 2nd Amendment to be

overturned. France, 230 plus years ago, Louie the 16th and the French elite felt the after-effects of a govt by tyranny...as his spouse,

Marie-Antoinette said 'let them eat cake'.
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They want to abolish the 1st and 2nd amendments!
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Yeah...the Jesuits played them all like violins, Les Perfectibles. Bloody & lawless in the end, the Whore's m.o. They got their

revenge on Louis & Maria Theresa for pressuring Clement for the temporary abolishment of that order, as by their treachery,

organizing & terrorism no crowned head in the 'chess game' was safe. How better than thru killing their offspring....devastating

their nations & people? Funny, Frederick of Prussia, Catherine of Russia, & the Chinese Emperor received them in their

banishment. How did it pan out for THEIR progeny?
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Oh, & the Americas received some... Canada, US, the Louisiana territories all crawling with them....the Orst communist seized

property, enslaved the reducciones of Bolivia. Imagine that. Even the Deists Adams & Jefferson exchanged letters of their

concern over that. Then they play it as 'religious bigotry' after seizing top-down, reorganizing, ghettoizing religion & making it

bad manners & outre to speak of doctrine, religious distinctions so there are lots of corners to hide in, & lies & slander take root

in the dark...deceiving & being deceived.

Even Darwinism playing its part. Children kept superstitious & entertained, believing in fairy-tales & 'white witchcraft'; dumbed

down & selectively taught....never to become truly literate (Dewey organized the Soviet's schools before ours), & never allowed

to grow up to adulthood & maturity....kept by mama in such unnatural state. Grownups coming to maturity on their own, coming

to their senses, demonized, slapped down, kept in their place: 'handled'.
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Took them awhile to get over that surprise glitch in their plans that Henry, Leland and Washington were used of God to perform.

What's left for God to bless? THIS so-called 'great awakening' is nothing like the real one that left such fruit in place, & it was

caused by the preaching of one Bible received with repentance & faith by suPcient to matter. Freed from the bondage of sin &

fear of death, given the transcendent & eternal hope. Separated & not part of the chessboard.
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That ba$tard child of Castro needs a taste of his own medicine
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He'll get it! Mark my words! God is powerful and no one will escape his wrath.
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For God's sake, why are people not renouncing corporate servitude as "citizens" of maritime jurisdiction? The freedom of a slave is

completely illusory and it is whatever the masters decide to grant. As long as people everywhere refuse to change their political status'

and return to land jurisdiction, they continue to play in the corporate sandbox.
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theconservativetreehouse.com/blog/2022/02/23/boom-trudeau-reversal-mot..   BOOM, Trudeau Reversal Motive Surfaces – Canadian

Banking Association Was Approved by World Economic Forum To Lead the Digital ID Creation February 23, 2022 | Sundance  It would

be very helpful to Canada is you would post this link above to public websites. There are many factors involved in the plan and this is

major. Canada was to be the Orst country to do to digital currency (as per Schwab).  We tried to get a Non-ConOdence vote in the

house (the Houses of Parliament) by the members.

If you have a majority vote against an act, like the Emergencies Act, then it cannot pass. I've been in some tight situations, but this was

the most nerve wracking. I emailed every MP and every Senator requesting a Non-ConOdence. I made sure my contacts had an easy

way to do multiple mailings in batches. I know everyone did it and it took hours. What I should report here is that a vast number of my

emails returned and were marked "undelivered." At Orst I got around 30 returns and I thought, that's very odd. But over the following

couple of days, a vast number were returned. Bearing in mind, we're all distracted with the outcome of the vote.

However, I now suspect the electorate is being prevented from contacting their representatives. We really need a Bev Harris here, but I

know she's probably busy in the states somewhere. (Black Box Voting). blackboxvoting.org/.../bev-harris   Jagmeet Singh, MP got the

New Democrat Party and the Green Party to side with him to endorse the Emergencies Act. Singh is another Schwab graduate.

Chrystia Freeland, Deputy Prime Minister, another Schwab graduate. Trudeau - he didn't Onish the courses, but he attended Schwab's

World Economic Forum courses. We lost the vote in the house to stop the act by 34 votes. (Continued).
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The only breathing space we had was that The Emergencies Act had to be approved by the Senate to stand. So, again, we

emailed Senate members not to approve this act. It was stressful for what I believe is the huge silent majority in this country.

You made a $10 donation to a Trucker to buy food or keep himself warm or stay in a hotel, then your bank account was frozen.

The savagery of it was without question unacceptable and again unlawful. We are governed by our Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms at all times. And Pierre Elliott Trudeau, Justin Trudeau's father gave us that charter. Brian Peckford,

Newfoundland, an original signatory, is involved, strongly opposing the Emergencies Act and the rest of the rubbish coming

down the pike.

youtu.be/5efyUt5YDU0&t=63s      This will help you understand what's happened. Jordan Peterson, ex-University of Toronto

professor, loved around the world, in conversation with another NewOe, Rex Murphy. A man who's vocabulary I admire and he is

full of honesty and truth and he's still working for the tainted newspaper media!!! He's quite a typical Canadian actually and they

shouldn't mess with those people from the Atlantic provinces. He says it how it is. At U of T, Jordan put up a fuss about the "new

language" - he refused to refer to one student as "them" because that person was having a hissy Ot about being called a

boy/girl/man/woman.

Jordan had tenure but the uni got all dramatic and it was as if they went to the same Drama Classes Justin took. (He was a

drama teacher, you might know that just from watching him).  At the vote in the Senate they were provided with some "secret"

materials and not allowed to identify what this was; then they got annoyed. All I've read is that it showed pre-planning by

Trudeau + MP's as to how the Emergencies Act would affect them as politicians. Even some Liberals were askance at this. And

this much was made public.     Continued...
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Iceland will lift all remaining COVID-19 restrictions on Friday…the Ministry of Health said on Wednesday.” “’Widespread societal

[immune system] resistance to COVID-19 [meaning the development of natural immunity] is the main route out of the epidemic,’ the

ministry said…” “’To achieve this [immunity], as many people as possible need to be infected with the virus’…” The Ministry of Health

just announced the end game, in alignment with the (false) assumptions which have been in place since January of 2020. Again, once

you say a virus is on the loose all over the world, you’re committed to the only response there is: GET INFECTED. DEVELOP NATURAL

IMMUNITY. GO ABOUT YOUR LIVES. That’s how the story wraps up. Humpty Dumpty fell off the wall and no one could put him back

together again. You tell the virus tale, and that’s your predestined conclusion.
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Icelanders were able to deal with the banksters years ago. It's a shame they weren't able to do it with the virus.
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Yes, and Gates said "Sadly......when referring to the natural immunity developed through exposure to Omicron! Should be a great

celebration of relief. Only Sad for the tyrants. Great video clip Dr David Martin, what a great person, diligent and persistent, a

man of integrity.
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Is Tamara Lich still alive? Or a "Death in Custody "?
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gregorymark, the cag that showed the phoney post about Tamara being dead, was that the reason for death was given as

"strangulation." OPcials would not post that without the addition of a suspect, if there is a death of someone in custody. Suicide,

like Epstein, if there is foul play, is a more common and subsequently anonymous route.  It's highly unusual to hold someone

with Mischief and Aiding and Abetting Mischief charges this long. That would be done for a charge like Arson. CBC reported the

bail hearing and no outstanding warrants were quoted and she certainly wasn't on probation. Because it's not unusual to be

taken in again if terms like the "no alcohol," violation of the time to return to the residence, being with certain parties, etc., are

breached.

The judge was Julie Bourgeois and she speciOed that one of the terms was that Tamara would not be allowed to counsel when

she went home and she thought there are no guarantees she wouldn't do that. That statement is one of the most bizarre I have

ever heard in this type of case and I believe, unlawful. Tamara Lich was Counsellor to the Truckers in the Freedom Convoy.

There is another woman with a similar position and I don't believe she was arrested. This judge, who does not deserve the title,

Julie Bourgeois, was a failed candidate to run for the Liberal Party and Trudeau has made sure she was appointed.
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How very, very like the Inquisition.
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No country, religion, or groups of people anywhere in the world have said anything about this ? To me that is the big story.!! "Now I

know where I stand"
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Trudeau rescinded the emergency power act two days ago. The story now should be 'when is the US going to pull this stunt?'
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Right...you know the puppet in the states already has plans in place for the convoy heading to Washington. Not to mention

Media totally focused on the Ukraine now so who will know for most part its even happening. Agenda 2030 has to move forward

at all costs and no one is stopping it since not ONE of these perps has yet to be held to account. They simply keep executing the

agenda...why wouldn't they?
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The socialist fascist communist marxist khazariNAZI FAKE Jew worshiping, satin worshiping evil empire will collaps immediately

when WE CRUSH IT BY WHAT EVER MEANS NECESSARY! Worldwide 1776 is unavoidable. There is going to be NO peaceful resolution

to what the evil empire has created. The Russians reportedly have destroyed 12 western owned bio lab's in the Ukraine. Russia could

have possibly saved the world from bio destruction by invading. There must have been something bad going on there for Russia to cip

the global tyrants off and invade. Ukraine is the world headquarters for the evil terrorist tyrants to launder money, Orearms to terrorists,

human traPcking, the cia's worldwide drug operations, and worldwide sex traPcking operations. There evil empire is crumbling.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cena I was trying to reply to you posts about headaches but wasn't allowed to? How strange - anyway it was just say I sniff peppermint

oil up my nostrils to shift my headaches - makes the eyes water a bit though.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think Cena was a troll. It appears that the speach police removed all of her/his post.
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Leahoz
Joined On 2/2/2020 9:55:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

you may think that you need to watch....www.bitchute.com/.../MRQqhY2e39mF
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mat1933
Joined On 5/7/2021 8:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

THE PANDEMIC WAS PAHSE 1 AND THE RUSSIAN INVASION IS PHASE 2 OF THE GLOBAL TAKEOVER. Watch how the Russian

invasion escalates to be used as a tool to get the "Fourth Industrial Revelation" inplace by 2025. Biden is working with Russia, China,

France, etc to make it all happen.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'll reconsider getting the vaccine! Because of this: www.google.com/search?as_q=vaccine&as_epq=75+years&as_oq=&..  ... they just

need to get back to me on that in seventy-Ove years. RonaldHLevine4548@yahoo.com
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skupe59
Joined On 5/2/2009 7:28:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then it was shortened to eight months by another judge and the drug companies have been fussing about the change.
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wasn't this "State of Emergency" revoked two full days ago? Although I understand that 'Turdeau' has taken control of protesters' bank

accounts indeOnitely. jamNjim - I was pointing out that the headline is out of date. It's history not news.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did you read the report? It says the SOE was revoked.
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toolapcblack
Joined On 10/1/2014 7:10:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1, Fabricate a pseudo pandemic to allow an emf reactant (graphene) to be placed into the populace. 2, Install, under the guise of

communications, something that can create the required emf radiation, 5G 3, Have a Puppet aggressor with nuclear weapons start a

war which escalates. 4, Have a complicit media announce on TV an imminent Nuclear strike (which will obviously be fake) 5, Pulse the

5G in conjunction with some sonic device. (Just the TV announcement accompanied by some loud noise maybe be enough to induce

cardiac arrest in the compromised) 6, Send in the hazmat suited body collectors
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cmeshine
Joined On 11/14/2006 2:38:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven’t received the newsletter in a few days.
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lee9850
Joined On 10/11/2017 1:22:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

me too
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've never gotten a newsletter. So what? I hate spam mail. Im on today not because someone sent me a "newsletter", but

because this is an intelligent forum I like reading the comments on. I hope I never get a "newsletter". I might change my mind.
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Ringer2
Joined On 8/30/2011 7:33:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please re-subscribe, like I did on the Orst day when I didn't get the usual daily Mercola email. Because I re-subscribed, I'm

getting the usual daily Mercola email.
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shirline
Joined On 7/9/2016 10:28:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is only one way to stop him in his tracts and that is GOD. He won't know what hit him when the wrath of God comes down upon

him and all his followers. This will be a time to rejoice when all is said and done. Pray for peace around the world as time is nearing the

end of the liars, cheaters, murderers and Godless people. Keep the Faith!
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esecallum
Joined On 6/10/2020 3:54:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

USE THESE $10 DEVICES TO DESTROY THE VACCINE IMMEDIATELY AFTER INJECTION. APPLY FOR 10 TO 30 MINS. THEY USE

SONICATION TO DESTROY THE FRAGILE VACCINE. TYPE THIS IN SEARCH IN EBAY :- 20mm 1.7Mhz Ultrasonic Mist Maker Atomize

HumidiOer Atomizer Board w/ Driver
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or, how about just not getting vaccinated? Oh my, who'd-a-thunk-that?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If you put a gun to your head you won't die from covid19 or the virus.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They're working their plan. I deOnitely underestimated the extent to which they would go. Covid& past history should have informed

me, but it's hard to conceive such evil. I wonder what they promised Putin in the deal. China. The Ukraine bread basket? The new

center of international commerce? For cyber war, hot war, & biological w/ traitorous Western collaboration war.  Rome does seek& get

her revenge. Her concordat w/ Hitler failing, due to the Yanks' leadership not being totally corrupted& on board yet. The Fed&

international corporatism have always been just that: international, private, layered& covert, top down& alien to America: didn't get it in

1812, Jackson put it down,but Onally by a Constitutional endrun, orchestrated by a late Congressional vote after most representatives

had left the capital for Christmas break, 1913.

13: evil making Judas the 13th, but in the end God in the cesh, the Lord Jesus Christ, as the 13th, the 12& 1, will prevail& expose all.

Pope& the UN always tastefully in the background, but that apparatus very much to the fore&ever driving, driving: crafting thru

frontmen& lightning rods drawing attention away. Crony 'knights' like Gates&Schwaub, many more, promised their Oefdoms in

exchange for their treachery& blind submission to the beast system& its changeable 'vicarious' head, its black& its white faux choice

deceiving men that a choice for either is different than the other.

The only choice to win is 'no play': separation. Eisenhower let it leak that they were moving in such a way that in the end we'd be

'comfortably' merged w/ Russia. Many dupes& moles aided that along. Most w/o even realizing it, some thinking they were Oghting it.

These people are snakes, cunning: crafty. Framing it Nazi vs. Communist. The end will be Communitarianism & international law as

the 'compromise'. The central bankers are not going to suffer competition either: they've begun their 'cyber' warfare draining peoples'

cryptocurrency accounts.
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andrea0718yahoo.com
Joined On 2/7/2022 9:13:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hope you now see that bitcoin is NOT the answer
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I've never trusted anything digital. I like the feel of money in my hands! I can't wrap my head around the whole digital currency

thingy. Im open to anything except anything that can be hacked or is invisible.
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Ceyarreckz
Joined On 7/15/2011 11:26:20 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

wait a second,... thought the Rump clone up north recently rescinded said Emergency act with the statement that "we have other laws

in place,.." or some such,...?
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Either you didn't read the report or you have zero reading comprehension. The report clearly states the emergency act was

retracted.
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matahawa
Joined On 8/28/2016 3:59:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How is blocking roads peaceful? How is elbow to elbow gathering during a contagious pandemic peaceful? How is exhausting

resources of people on the frontlines useful or mature? How are civil servants, newscasters, and tv personalities telling people to

perform physical violence constructive?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

matahawa: No roads were blocked by the protesters. There was always at least one lane left open. The police set up concrete

barriers to block roads. There is no contagious pandemic existing once you shut off the MSM. I have never worn a mask, never

PHYSICAL distanced (social distance is a brainwashing term), never gotten ill and known only 1 person to get repeatedly ill

(who always was in terrible health). We did have a neighbor drop dead within 24 hours of his 2nd "vaccine". No physical violence

was ever performed by the protesters. Only the UN thugs that were brought in. It was only peace, love and compassion by the

demonstrators. The businesses that stayed open couldn't have been happier and had nothing but praise for the protesters.
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Wow! Matahawa, do yourself a favor and stop watching MSM. You sound like a parot from Rachel Maddow's living room.
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